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1 Zusammenfassung 

SPICES (Simplified Particle Input ConnEction Specification) ist eine partikelbasierte 

Molekülstrukturdarstellung, die von der atomaren SMILES-Zeilennotation abgeleitet ist. Sie 

zielt darauf ab, langwierige und fehleranfällige Molekülstrukturdefinitionen für 

partikelbasierte mesoskopische Simulationstechniken wie die Dissipative Partikeldynamik zu 

unterstützen, indem ein Zusammenspiel verschiedener molekularer Kodierungsebenen 

ermöglicht wird, die von topologischen Zeilennotationen und entsprechenden Partikel-Graph-

Visualisierungen bis hin zu 3D-Strukturen mit Unterstützung ihrer räumlichen Positionierung 

in einer Simulationsbox reichen. 

Eine offene Java-Bibliothek für die Handhabung von SPICES-Strukturen und die 

Unterstützung mesoskopischer Simulationen in Kombination mit einer offenen Java-Viewer-

Anwendung für die visuelle topologische Inspektion von SPICES-Definitionen wird 

bereitgestellt. 

 

Jdpd ist ein offener Java-Simulationskern für die Dissipative Partikeldynamik mit 

parallelisierbarer Kraftberechnung, effizienten Caching-Optionen und schnellen 

Eigenschaftsberechnungen. Er zeichnet sich durch ein schnittstellen- und mustergetriebenes 

Design für einfache Code-Änderungen aus und kann helfen, Probleme der polyglotten 

Programmierung zu vermeiden. 

Detaillierte Ein-/Ausgabe-Kommunikation, Parallelisierung und Prozesssteuerung sowie 

interne Protokollierungsmöglichkeiten für Debugging-Zwecke werden unterstützt. Der neue 

Kernel kann in verschiedenen Simulationsumgebungen eingesetzt werden, die von flexiblen 

Skripting-Lösungen bis hin zu voll integrierten "All-in-one"-Simulationssystemen reichen. 

 

MFsim ist eine offene Java-All-in-one-Rich-Client-Computerumgebung für mesoskopische 

Simulationen mit Jdpd als Standard-Simulationskern für die Dissipative Partikeldynamik. Die 

neue Umgebung umfasst die komplette Triade Vorbereitung-Simulation-Auswertung einer 

mesoskopischen Simulationsaufgabe und ermöglicht insbesondere biomolekulare 

Simulationsaufgaben mit Peptiden und Proteinen. Schwerpunkte sind ein SPICES-

Molekülstruktureditor, ein PDB-zu-SPICES-Parser für partikelbasierte Peptid-

/Proteindarstellungen, eine Unterstützung von Polymerdefinitionen, ein Kompartiment-Editor 

für komplexe Simulationsbox-Startkonfigurationen, interaktive und flexible Simulationsbox-

Ansichten einschließlich Analytik, Erzeugung von Simulationsfilmen oder animierten 
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Diagrammen. Als offenes Projekt erlaubt MFsim spezifische Erweiterungen für verschiedene 

Forschungsbereiche. 

 

Die Wechselwirkung von Zyklotiden mit Zweischichtmembranen wird für die Zyklotide 

Kalata B1, Cycloviolacin O2 und ausgewählte Mutanten mit Dissipativer Partikeldynamik 

untersucht. Für eine semi-quantitative Bioaktivitätsschätzung wird eine kinetische 

Geschwindigkeitskonstante für die anfängliche Membranlipid-Extraktion aus einem 

"Sandwich"-Wechselwirkungsmodell abgeleitet, bei dem zwei Doppelschichtmembranen ein 

Zyklotid/Wasser-Kompartiment umschließen. Die Struktur-Aktivitäts-Beziehungen weisen 

auf eine komplexe Bioaktivitätslandschaft mit Trends hin, die mit den experimentellen 

Befunden übereinstimmen: Cholesterin führt im Vergleich zu cholesterinfreien Membranen zu 

einer verminderten membranzerstörenden Aktivität, die Oberfläche des "hydrophoben Flecks" 

der Cyclotide ist wichtig für die Membraninteraktion und -zerstörung, der Austausch von oder 

mit geladenen Aminosäureresten kann zu Supermutanten mit einer über der nativen 

Bioaktivität liegenden Bioaktivität führen, und phosphoethanolaminreiche Membranen weisen 

eine erhöhte Membranzerstörung auf. Zyklotidgemische zeigen linear additive Bioaktivitäten. 

Eine Bildung von stabilen zyklotidinduzierten Membranporen mit definierten Durchmessern 

konnte nicht nachgewiesen werden.
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2 Summary 

SPICES (Simplified Particle Input ConnEction Specification) is a particle-based molecular 

structure representation derived from straightforward simplifications of the atom-based 

SMILES line notation. It aims at supporting tedious and error-prone molecular structure 

definitions for particle-based mesoscopic simulation techniques like Dissipative Particle 

Dynamics by allowing for an interplay of different molecular encoding levels that range from 

topological line notations and corresponding particle-graph visualizations to 3D structures with 

support of their spatial mapping into a simulation box. 

An open Java library for SPICES structure handling and mesoscopic simulation support in 

combination with an open Java Graphical User Interface viewer application for visual 

topological inspection of SPICES definitions are provided. 

 

Jdpd is an open Java simulation kernel for Molecular Fragment Dissipative Particle 

Dynamics with parallelizable force calculation, efficient caching options and fast property 

calculations. It is characterized by an interface and factory-pattern driven design for easy code 

changes and may help to avoid problems of polyglot programming. 

Detailed input/output communication, parallelization and process control as well as internal 

logging capabilities for debugging purposes are supported. The new kernel may be utilized in 

different simulation environments ranging from flexible scripting solutions up to fully 

integrated “all-in-one” simulation systems. 

 

MFsim is an open Java all-in-one rich-client computing environment for mesoscopic 

simulation with Jdpd as its default simulation kernel for Molecular Fragment (Dissipative 

Particle) Dynamics. The new environment comprises the complete preparation-simulation-

evaluation triad of a mesoscopic simulation task and especially enables biomolecular 

simulation tasks with peptides and proteins. Productive highlights are a SPICES molecular 

structure editor, a PDB-to-SPICES parser for particle-based peptide/protein representations, a 

support of polymer definitions, a compartment editor for complex simulation box start 

configurations, interactive and flexible simulation box views including analytics, simulation 

movie generation or animated diagrams. As an open project, MFsim allows for customized 

extensions in different fields of research. 
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The disruptive interaction of cyclotides with bilayer membranes is studied for the cyclotides 

Kalata B1, Cycloviolacin O2 and selected mutants with Molecular Fragment (Dissipative 

Particle) Dynamics. For a semi-quantitative bioactivity estimate a kinetic rate constant for 

initial membrane lipid extraction is derived from a “sandwich” interaction model where two 

bilayer membranes enclose a cyclotide/water compartment. The structure-activity relationships 

indicate a complex bioactivity landscape with trends that are in agreement with experimental 

findings: Cholesterol leads to a decreased membrane-disrupting activity compared to 

cholesterol-free membranes, the cyclotide “hydrophobic patch” surface area is important for 

membrane interaction and disruption, the replacement of or with charged amino acid residues 

may lead to super-mutants with above-native bioactivity and phosphoethanolamine-rich 

membranes exhibit an increased membrane disruption. Cyclotide mixtures show linearly 

additive bioactivities. A formation of stable cyclotide-induced membrane pores with defined 

diameters could not be detected. 
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3 Preface 

Most of the presented results are derived from the so far four publications that were released 

throughout the scientific working time of this thesis The forth manuscript is currently in press. 

These publications are namely: “SPICES: a particle-based molecular structure line notation 

and support library for mesoscopic simulation” [vandenBroek2018], “Jdpd - an open java 

simulation kernel for molecular fragment dissipative particle dynamics” [vandenBroek2018b], 

“MFsim - an open Java all‑in‑one rich‑client simulation environment for mesoscopic 

simulation” [vandenBroek2020] and “Quantitative Estimation of Cyclotide-Induced Bilayer 

Membrane Disruption by Lipid Extraction with Mesoscopic Simulation” [vandenBroek2021]. 

Chapters 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 6.1, 6.2 6.3 and 6.4 are composed of extensive 

citations of the stated publications and abstracts were not marked separately. 

The content of the above-mentioned papers was not used or published in any other way than 

for this dissertation. 
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4 Introduction and R&D objectives 

4.1 Molecular structure representation 

A molecular simulation task comprises three successive steps: The definition of a simulation 

job with all necessary input information (preparation step), the actual loop over discrete 

integration time steps to numerically solve the equations of motion (the actual simulation step) 

and the analysis of the simulation record with all calculated results (evaluation step). The first 

(preparation) step of this triad has to provide data structures that can be leveraged by the 

algorithms of the second (simulation) step in an optimized manner to allow for a maximum 

performance of their interplay. This is commonly achieved by definition of adequate sets of 

arrays that encode all necessary molecular information like spatial positions or bonds of the 

interacting entities. The content of these arrays is usually provided by large tabular ASCII files 

that are often (at least partly) edited by hand. An example of these ASCII files may be found 

at [PositionBonds2018] for 1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) 

phospholipid molecules of a bilayer-membrane simulation task where each line contains an 

interacting entity, its spatial x,y and z coordinates, line offsets to bonded entities and specific 

indices for additional force assignments. The manual creation of these machine-oriented 

contents is not only a tedious but an error-prone type of work: For all but the simplest molecular 

ensembles errors are likely to be generated that may spoil the whole simulation process. Thus 

there is a valid necessity to prevent mistakes by safeguarded operations and to reduce manual 

preparation overhead by adequate automation. 

Cheminformatics aims at supporting efficient and errorless human-machine interfaces 

where adequate molecular structure representations (line notations, connection tables, XYZ 

tables or Z-matrices, fragment codes or fingerprints, file formats like MOL file or PDB file) 

are at heart of the discipline [Engel2018]. The majority of existing structure representations 

are atom-based descriptions that comprise characteristic properties and topological or spatial 

aspects concerning a molecule’s atomic composition [Engel2018, Engel2018b] with 

additional approaches towards fragment-based molecular representations especially for 

polymers [Siani1994, Siani1995, Drefahl2011, Zhang2012, Dufresne2015]. In order to support 

the preparation step of a molecular simulation task cheminformatics methods allow for an 

effective interplay of different levels of molecular encoding that are constitutive for a 

comfortable and safe human-machine interface (see figure 1): The topological structural 

formula is a common way used by molecular scientists to represent a chemical compound (e.g. 

drawn by hand with a structure editor or manually selected from structure repositories). 
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Alternatively the compound may be represented by a textual line notation – where the interplay 

between structural formula and line notation may be realized by mutual conversion methods 

like an adequate structure diagram layout. The following transition from topological 

representations to 3D structures allows for the final mapping to their spatial positions within a 

simulation box which completes the preparation step. All prepared information may then be 

stored in form of the tabular ASCII files sketched above as an input for the actual simulation 

step. 
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Figure 1. Interplay between different encoding levels of molecular structures for a preparation step of a 

molecular simulation task (with examples of this work, compare f igure 2, figure 5 and figure 6): (a) 

Structural formula of a DMPC phospholipid. (b) SPICES line notation of the particle -based topological 

DMPC structure with its corresponding structure diagram layout/particle graph and illustration of the 

particle bonds. (c) Conversion of the topological particle structure to a compressed 3D tube geometry plus 

spatial mapping into an oriented bilayer compartment of the simulation box. 

 

4.1.1 Development objective 

In order to contribute to the realization of a molecular fragment cheminformatics roadmap 

[Truszkowski2014] this work tries to alleviate molecular structure handling and encoding for 

particle-based mesoscopic simulation techniques like Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD). 

Since no unique molecular fragmentation scheme exists for the various mesoscopic simulation 

approaches there is nothing like a universal particle set. An adequate decomposition of a 

chemical compound into appropriate “molecular fragment” particles is a kind of artisan 

craftwork which is guided by experience, empirical rules and field of application. Figure 2 

demonstrates a possible fragmentation for a DMPC phospholipid that successfully preserves 

its amphiphilic characteristics [Truszkowski2015]. Key part of this work is a set of methods 
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operating on an intuitive line notation for particle-decomposed molecular structures denoted 

SPICES (Simplified Particle Input ConnEction Specification). 

 

Figure 2. Decomposition of the DMPC phospholipid into “molecular fragment” particles 

[Truszkowski2015] and illustration of the resulting bonded particles (upper left) with corresponding 

SPICES line notation (upper right): The SpicesViewer GUI generated visual particle graph surrounds the 

“molecular fragment” particle identification.  
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4.2 Mesoscopic simulation kernel 

Mesoscopic simulation aims at describing supramolecular phenomena at the nanometer 

(length) and microsecond (time) scale for large interacting physical ensembles (representing 

millions of atoms) within comparatively short computational time frames (hours) by “coarse 

grained” neglect of uninteresting degrees of freedom. Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) is 

a mesoscopic simulation technique for isothermal complex fluids and soft matter systems that 

combines features from Molecular Dynamics (MD), Langevin Dynamics and Lattice-Gas 

Automata [Hoogerbrugge1992, Koelman1993, Espanol1995, Espanol1995b, Groot1997]. It 

satisfies Galilean invariance and isotropy, conserves mass and momentum and achieves a 

rigorous sampling of the canonical NVT ensemble due to soft particle pair potentials that 

diminish molecular entanglements or caging effects [Hoogerbrugge1992, Koelman1993, 

Groot1997]. DPD is expected to show correct hydrodynamic behavior and to obey the Navier-

Stokes equations [Hoogerbrugge1992, Koelman1993]. 

DPD particle trajectories are guided by Newton’s equation of motion where the total 

force on a particle exerted by other particles consists of a conservative, a dissipative 

(frictional) and a random part: 

 

 
2

2
1

N
C D Ri

i ij ij iji

j
j i

d r
m F F F F

dt 


     

 

, ,iim r  mass and position vector of particle i; ,t  time; ,iF  total force on 

particle i exerted by other particles j; ,N  number of particles in 

simulation; , , ,
C D R

ij ij ijF F F  conservative, dissipative and random force on 

particle i exerted by particle j. 

  

Dissipative (frictional) and random forces oppose each other and act as a thermostat 

conserving the total momentum and introducing Brownian motion into the system. The 

conservative forces comprise soft DPD particle repulsions (with a common cut-off length 

of 1 DPD unit) as well as harmonic springs between bonded particles and electrostatic 

interactions between charged particles (the model to be implemented for the latter is an 

ad-hoc approach to take electrostatic long-range interactions between “a few” charged 

particles in the simulation box into account – details are outlined in [Truszkowski2015] 
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where an application to biological membranes and protein models is described. A 

theoretically more sound treatment of electrostatic interactions like those proposed in 

[Groot2003, González-Melchor2006, Ibergay2009] may be addressed by future 

developments with the current technical implementation of electrostatics interactions as 

a useful blueprint to alleviate coding efforts): 

 

 
 

 

, , ,

0

,

, 0

1    for   1

0    for   1

C C DPD C Bond C Estat

ij ij ij ij

ijij ij ijC DPD

ij ij

ij

C Bond

ij ijBond ij Bond

F F F F

a r r r
F r

r

F k r r r

  

  
 



  

 

 

, , ,
, , ,

C DPD C Bond C Estat

ij ij ijF F F  soft repulsive DPD force, harmonic bond force 

and electrostatic force on particle i exerted by particle j; ,ija  maximum 

isotropic repulsion between particles i and j; 
0

ij i j ijijr r r r r   ; 
0
,ijr  unit 

vector; ,Bondk spring constant of bond; ,Bondr  bond length. 

 

Dissipative force 

 

     0 0
,

D D

ij ij ij ijij ijijF r v r r v r     

 

,  friction coefficient;   ,D

ijr  dissipative force distance variation; ,iv  

velocity of particle i; ij i jv v v  . 
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and random force 

 

    0R ijR

ij ij ijijF r r r
t


 


 

 

,  noise amplitude;   ,R

ijr  random force distance variation; ,ij  

random number with zero mean and unit variance; ,t  integration time 

step [Groot1997]. 

 

depend on each other in a canonical NVT ensemble (again a cut-off length of 1 DPD 

unit is applied): 

 

   

2

2

1    for   1

0    for   1

B

ij ijR D

ij ij

ij

k T

r r
r r

r




 



 
  



 

 

,Bk  Boltzmann constant; ,T  thermodynamic temperature. 

 

Since dissipative DPD forces depend on relative particle velocities , the common MD 

Velocity-Verlet integration of the equations of motion has to be modified [Groot1997].  

Whereas DPD particles in general may be arbitrarily defined “fluid packets” 

[Koelman1993], the Molecular Fragment “bottom-up” DPD variant identifies each particle 

with a distinct small molecule of molar mass in the order of 100 Da. Larger molecules are 

composed of adequate smaller “molecular fragment” particles that are bonded by harmonic 

springs to mimic covalent connectivities and spatial 3D conformations (compare figure 2 and 

figure 19). Thus this variant may be regarded as a chemically intuitive and molecular accurate 

“fine grained” version of the intrinsically “coarse grained” DPD technique [Groot1997, 

Groot1998, Ryjkina2002, Schulz2004, Truszkowski2013, Vishnyakov2013, 

Truszkowski2014, Truszkowski2015]. 

The a priori choice of specific particles (the analogue of the atom types of an atomistic 

molecular force field) in combination with their repulsive ija  interaction parameters (the 
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analogue of the force field parameters) approximate the detailed interactions within the 

molecular ensemble under study, and thus are essential for an adequate description of its 

dynamical behavior. In a previous publication [Truszkowski2015] a preliminary particle 

set for biomolecular simulations was proposed. The derivation procedure for adequate 

estimates of the particle pair repulsion parameters ija followed the approach developed in 

[Groot1997] 

 

   

 

75 3.4965

2

B
ij B ij

DPD

ij ij ji ij ii ii jj jj

ij

B

k T
a T k T T

Z E Z E Z E Z E
T

k T






 

  


 

 

with ,Bk  Boltzmann constant; ,T  thermodynamic temperature; ,DPD  

DPD density; ,ij  Flory-Huggins interaction parameter between 

particles i and j; ,ijZ  coordination number of particles j around particle 

i; ,ijE  interaction energy between particles i and j; 

 

which related the isotropic particle pair repulsions ija  with Flory-Huggins interaction 

parameters 
ij . An estimate of the Flory-Huggins interaction parameters 

ij  requires 

corresponding estimates of the coordination numbers 
ijZ  and inter-particle interaction 

energies 
ijE . In [Truszkowski2015] the coordination numbers 

ijZ  were estimated by a 

static “packaging” approach of particles j around a particle i. The inter-particle interaction 

energies 
ijE  were approximated with MD simulations by averaging the non-binding 

interactions of the particle molecules which need to be adequately approximated by the 

underlying force field: For this purpose the Condensed-phase Optimized Molecular 

Potentials for Atomistic Simulation Studies (COMPASS) force field [Sun1998] was 

chosen which had been parameterized for the most accurate reproduction of enthalpies of 

evaporation of fluid systems so that the crucial non-binding electrostatic and van der 

Waals forces are taken into account properly. Despite its simple three-point water model, 

it satisfactorily describes important water properties: With parametrization to reproduce 

the properties of aqueous systems under ambient conditions, it provides reliable density 
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predictions [Rigby2004]. For a pure water system it leads to an inter-molecular potential 

energy arising from non-bonding interactions that compares favorably with experiment, 

and the average O-H bond length is similar to its empirical value. The average H-O-H 

bond angle is found to be too small, which is an unfavorable bias for the formation of H-

bonds – although this geometric deficiency is not expected to inhibit the formation of H-

bonds between water and organic molecules [Sutton2005]. Mesoscopic particle-particle 

interactions derived with the COMPASS force field have been successfully applied to 

simulate aqueous systems in accordance with experimental results [Ryjkina2002, 

Schulz2004, Truszkowski2013].  

A simulation kernel software comprises the fundamental data structures and numerical 

calculation algorithms that are necessary to approximate the temporal evolution of a defined 

particle ensemble. DPD (as well as similar MD) code consists basically of a main loop over 

(non-parallelizable) successive simulation steps in which (parallelizable) particle pair force 

evaluations are the most time-consuming part [Allen1987, Frenkel2002]. Thus parallelization 

efforts focus mainly on these force calculations in order to speed up simulations. 

 

4.2.1 Development objective 

This work aims at developing a general open simulation kernel for Molecular Fragment 

DPD in Java – denoted Jdpd – that especially takes the requirements for efficient biomolecular 

simulations into account. 

 

4.3 Mesoscopic simulation environment 

Setting up a molecular simulation involves three coordinated steps: First of all a preparation 

step in which the simulation job is defined and all required input information is given. 

Subsequently the actual simulation step has to be performed by approximate numerical 

integration of the equations of motion. Finally the last step – the evaluation step – follows 

where the simulation record with all calculated results has to be analyzed. A computational all-

in-one rich-client environment aims at supporting this triad in a unified and comprehensive 

manner to allow for productive applicability with minimum effort, minimized training periods 

and usability without programming skills. An additional goal is the prevention of common 

problems like inadequate or ill-defined parameter settings by extensively safeguarding 

simulation job definitions and operations. In general, these desirable features require a highly 

integrated monolithic architecture: Its pre-defined optimized workflows are comfortable and 
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fast but inflexible in comparison with scripting or pipelining-workflow approaches. For the 

latter the implementation of a new feature may be achieved within minutes whereas its rich-

client realization may involve days and weeks of complex software development. Thus, the 

different approaches have their intrinsic strengths and weaknesses. 

 

4.3.1 Development objective 

A general open “all-in-one” rich-client simulation environment on top of the Jdpd 

simulation kernel – denoted MFsim – is to be developed that especially enables biomolecular 

simulations with Molecular Fragment DPD containing peptides and proteins. The intended 

computational environment will especially enable the study of cyclotide/membrane 

interactions that could not be performed otherwise. 

 

4.4 Cyclotide/membrane interactions 

Cyclotides are plant-derived macrocyclic peptides of about 30 amino acids with their N- and 

C-termini being connected by a peptide bond. They contain a characteristic structural motif, 

the cyclic cystine knot (CCK), and can be divided into the Möbius and Bracelet subfamilies by 

a particular twist of their cyclic backbone (as well as a third main subgroup of trypsin inhibitor 

cyclotides which are not taken into account in this work). Due to their cyclic structure with 

three additional disulfide bridges, cyclotides possess extraordinarily stable spatial 

conformations [Craik1999]. Over the last two decades cyclotides attracted increasing attention 

due to their interesting range of biological activities (like cytotoxic, hemolytic, anti-HIV, anti-

cancer, anthelmintic, anti-fouling, antimicrobial or insecticidal effects) with a potential use as 

drug scaffolds and therapeutic agents. An overview of relevant studies was recently provided 

by a comprehensive review [deVeer2019]. 

Cyclotide bioactivities may at least partially be traced to specific interactions with lipid 

bilayer membranes [Lindholm2002, Barry2003, Herrmann2006, Shenkarev2006, 

Svangard2007, Simonsen2008, Wang2009, Wang2009b, Huang2009, Göransson2009, 

Gerlach2010, Huang2010, Pränting2010, Wimley2010, Burman2011, Burman2011b, 

Henriques2011, Wimley2011, Wang2012, Henriques2012b, Henriques2012, 

Göransson2012, Henriques2014, Burman2014, Henriques2015, Weidmann2016, 

Cranfield2017, Ghani2017, Grage2017, Henriques2017, Henriques2019] which have also 

been demonstrated by simulation models [Nawae2014, Nawae2014b, Truszkowski2015, 

Nawae2017]: Whereas a single or a few cyclotide peptides already interact with membranes 
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they do neither impair their structural integrity nor their segregating function. However, a 

collective interaction of multiple cyclotides is able to distort or to disrupt the bilayer structure. 

Different modes of action depending on the cyclotide/membrane system are to be expected: 

These comprise cyclotide membrane binding [Herrmann2006, Shenkarev2006, 

Simonsen2008, Wang2009, Wang2009b, Göransson2009, Huang2010, Pränting2010, 

Burman2011, Burman2011b, Henriques2011, Wang2012, Henriques2012, Göransson2012, 

Henriques2014, Nawae2014b] and intrusion [Henriques2015, Grage2017, Henriques2017] as 

well as cell penetration [Shenkarev2006, Wang2012, Henriques2015, Henriques2017, 

Ghani2017] up to the final ability to disrupt a membrane by a postulated formation of pores 

[Lindholm2002, Herrmann2006, Shenkarev2006, Svangard2007, Wang2009, 

Huang2009, Gerlach2010, Huang2010, Wimley2010, Burman2011, Henriques2011, 

Wimley2011, Henriques2012, Wang2012, Henriques2012b, Göransson2012, 

Burman2014, Nawae2014, Nawae2014b, Truszkowski2015, Nawae2017, Cranfield2017, 

Grage2017] or by distinct lipid extraction [Burman2011, Nawae2014, Truszkowski2015, 

Nawae2017]. 

Lipid extraction as a particular mechanism for membrane disruption was experimentally 

shown in [Burman2011] as well as detected by coarse-grained Molecular Dynamics (MD) 

[Nawae2014, Nawae2017] and mesoscopic [Truszkowski2015] simulations. In [Nawae2014], 

a detailed interfacial bioactivity model is described for cyclotide Kalata B1 where two 

configurations of Kalata B1 oligomers, denoted tower-like and wall-like clusters, are formed. 

Conjugation between wall-like clusters results in the formation of a ring-like hollow on the 

membrane surface. This interfacial membrane binding of Kalata B1 induces a positive 

membrane curvature with a subsequent lipid extraction from the membrane through the ring-

like pore into the Kalata B1 cluster. 

These promising findings should not hide the fact that the detailed biophysical aspects of 

cyclotide/membrane bioactivity as a whole are still poorly understood. To complement the 

experimental studies, it may be helpful to establish fast approximate simulation models that are 

able to reflect at least aspects of the observed bioactivity trends to generate productive 

directions for further research and practical applications. Unfortunately, these simulation 

models require to study large chemical ensembles on the microsecond timescale in order to 

account for the collective cyclotide-membrane interactions. 

Dynamic simulations of biomolecular processes on the nanometer lengthscale and 

microsecond timescale are challenging. The system size of the corresponding molecular 

ensembles comprises millions of atoms so that atomistic Molecular Dynamics (MD) studies of 
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their temporal evolution are sophisticated and time consuming – despite their substantial recent 

speed-up due to GPU computing [Kutzner2019] or coarse-grained MD techniques with a 

reduced number of interacting physical units [Marrink2007]. Mesoscopic simulations are 

comparatively easy to set up and orders of magnitude faster: A molecular ensemble with a 

million particles (representing several million atoms) may be investigated with “bottom-up” 

Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) for several microseconds per day on a common multicore 

processor workstation [vandenBroek2018b]. However, the increased speed inevitably implies 

a loss of resolution: The detailed atomistic description has to be replaced by a coarse-grained 

“blurred” bead/particle representation with at best adequately averaged isotropic particle-

particle interactions. Stable molecular conformations like rigid ring systems or peptide/protein 

secondary structures (α-helices, β-sheets) must be specifically imposed on connected particles 

to prevent their spatial collapse. Thus, mesoscopic simulation approaches mainly focus on 

studying the temporal evolution of comparatively large nanoscale supramolecular structures 

that emerge from non-bonded molecule-molecule interactions [Moeendarbary2009, 

Espanol2017].  

 

4.4.1 Research objective 

This work is based on preliminary findings in [Truszkowski2015] on cyclotide/membrane 

interactions which qualitatively demonstrated that lipid extraction may be characterized by a 

mesoscopic simulation approach with Molecular Fragment DPD. The geometrical simulation 

setup is extended towards a “sandwich” cyclotide/membrane interaction model where two 

bilayer membranes enclose a cyclotide/water compartment that allows for evaluations of the 

interaction phenomena in a quantitative manner: It attempts to evaluate an approximate initial 

rate of membrane lipid extraction (abbreviated rMD) as a certain aspect of the kinetics of 

membrane disruption on the microsecond timescale in order to obtain corresponding structure-

activity relationships (SAR) that can be compared with experimental findings and tendencies. 

The proposed “sandwich” model is applied to a range of different cyclotide/membrane systems 

containing the Möbius cyclotide Kalata B1 (abbreviated kB1), the Bracelet cyclotide 

Cycloviolacin O2 (abbreviated cO2) as well as some of their mutants. All necessary operations 

to realize the sketched setup, to perform the necessary simulations and to enable the evaluation 

procedures are supported by MFsim and Jdpd. 

The SAR evaluations can support cyclotide comparison or ranking tasks, allow for an 

identification of relevant structural features or provide hints for possible molecular interaction 
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mechanisms. Finally they may contribute to a more elaborated description of the complex 

cyclotide/membrane bioactivity landscape and at best lead to predictive assumptions for further 

progress (see figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3. Schematic view of the cyclotide/membrane bioactivity landscape targeted by this work where 

each bar represents the membrane disruption activity of a specific cyclotide/membrane system and each 

row (column) of bars corresponds to a specific membrane (cyclo tide). The dynamical rate of cyclotide-

induced membrane disruption by lipid extraction is abbreviated with rMD.
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5 Results 

5.1 SPICES molecular structure representation  

The SPICES design is derived from straightforward simplifications of the well-established 

SMILES representation for atom-based molecular connectivity [Weininger1988, 

Weininger1989, Weininger1990]. The set of SPICES-related methods supports the interplay of 

structural encoding levels (see figure 1) as well as structure-based calculations for 

mesoscopic simulations e.g. length and time scales, simulation box size or compound 

concentrations: It allows for parsing and (graphically) analyzing the line notations, topological 

calculations (e.g. particle frequencies, particle neighbors or particle paths) as well as the 

generation of corresponding 3D particle structures with support of their spatial mapping into 

the simulation box and the final output of tabular ASCII files with molecular information for 

the following simulation step (the construction of the tabular ASCII file at 

[PositionBonds2018] was in fact supported by the SPICES-related code of this work). 

The SPICES implementation extends the fragment structure representation proposal from 

[Truszkowski2014]. The syntax rules for a correct SPICES line notation together with some 

helpful comments are outlined in appendix 1. These rules allow arbitrary topological particle 

connections with branches and ring closures but do not comprise attributes like electric charges 

or chiral centers since these are intrinsic particle properties (i.e. differently charged states or 

different enantiomers of a “molecular fragment” particle have to be coded with different 

particles where each particle has a specific charge and a specific stereochemistry). Particles 

may possess a “backbone” label which may be utilized to assign specific particle pair forces 

e.g. for spatial 3D structure constraints of ring structures (see figure 4), the tail stiffness of 

surfactants and lipids or the backbone conformation of macromolecules like proteins. The 

intention here is to retain the characteristics of the molecule of interest, e.g. preserving the 

stiffness of the steroid scaffolding via specific inter-particle forces to prevent collapsing. This 

kind of labeling could be performed in an automated manner by attaching a tagging label to 

each particle. Nevertheless, the user control of the “backbone” label distribution within a 

molecule alleviated possible manual force assignments as well as the interplay between the 

textual line notation and the corresponding visual particle graph. In addition the concrete force 

assignments were chosen to be not a part of the line notation itself due to their intrinsic 

differences (from simple springs to e.g. complicated polygonal force chains) and possible 

automated conditional assignments according to various criteria. Thus the manual “backbone” 
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labels allow for a flexible post-processing for different purposes in the aftermath of molecular 

definitions. 

 

 

Figure 4. Cholesterol fragmentation scheme with SPICES line notation (at the bottom)  

[vandenBroek2018]. The specified backbone labels '1' to '17' allow for an assignment of specific inter -

particle forces (e.g. the shown harmonic springs between particles Me'12' and Me'15', Me'10' and Me'13' 

and Me'4' and Me'7') in order to control the stiffness of molecular structure elements like the cholesterol 

ring structure. This choice of setting the harmonic springs is just one possibility, a more favorable  version 

is presented in figure 19 (right). 

 

A SPICES representation may contain multiple independent parts (with each part being a 

valid molecule), e.g. to represent aggregated molecular structures like the quaternary structure 

of proteins. Finally a [START] and an [END] tag may be attributed for spatial orientation in 

the simulation box, see figure 2, figure 5 and figure 6. 
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Figure 5. Top: Phospholipid DMPC fragmentation scheme [Truszkowski2015] with 16 particles 

connected by harmonic springs (compare to figure 2). Bottom: For spatial mapping into the simulation 

box the topological DMPC particle structure is converted to a linear 3D tube along the [START]/[END] 

tagged main chain where side-chain particles are collapsed onto the spatial positions of their  neighbored 

main-chain particles, i.e. the second spatial position to the right contains 8 particles with the exact same 

position: The main-chain particle DMPN and the side-chain particles MeAc and 6 Et [vandenBroek2018]. 

This approach is just an initial procedure to position a molecule into the simulation box. In advance of 

every simulation run energy minimization steps are performed, in which - in the case of a phospholipid – 

the second side-chain unfolds again into the chemically more sensible form.  

 

The Spices.jar library supports all aspects of SPICES definition and handling. A Spices 

object may be created with at least an input structure string or in combination with 

additional information like a map of available particles. A syntax parser analyzes the 

provided line notation and returns detailed syntax error information if necessary by the 

methods isValid and getErrorMessage. SPICES properties like the frequency of particles 

or complete lists of particle neighbors are evaluated upon user request by the methods 

getParticleFrequencies or getNextNeighbors. 

A function of specific importance is the spatial projection of topological SPICES into 

a simulation box to set up adequate start geometries. Since a mesoscopic simulation is 

driven by soft particle potentials (in contrast to atomic hard core repulsions for  e.g. 
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molecular dynamics), different particles may occupy the same exact spatial position 

(which would lead to infinite forces for hard atomic potentials) as well as penetrate each 

other. Thus the possibly severe problems of particle entanglements or caging effects due 

to inadequate start geometries are considerably attenuated [Groot2003].  Larger occurring 

empty spaces during the setup of start geometries are negligible, because they are filled 

immediately within the initial minimization steps before every simulation run (the volume 

is defined in a manner, that the box has the correct density). Nonetheless, a more favorable 

initial configuration may considerably reduce the necessary simulation period.  

A straightforward approach is a spatial linear tube representation [Truszkowski2014] 

as shown in figure 5 and figure 6: The longest linear particle chain in the molecule is 

determined and its particles are consecutively lined up along a straight line according to 

the specified bond length (which may be squeezed to fit into specific compartments like 

simulation box layers, see below and figure 6). Then all branched side particles are 

collapsed onto their nearest-neighbor particle on this line. 

For a fast determination of a sufficiently long linear particle chain, the Depth-First 

Search (DFS) algorithm is used [Wayne2011]. Starting from the first particle of the 

SPICES line notation the maximum-distant particle A is evaluated by a first DFS run. 

With a second DFS run, the maximum-distant particle B from particle A is determined. 

Finally the particle chain between A and B is chosen for the spatial tube representation. 

If a [START]/[END] tag pair is defined, the longest (oriented) linear chain between the 

tagged particles is evaluated. The sketched algorithm leads to t rue longest chains for 

acyclic SPICES but not necessarily for cyclic particle structures (long chains will be 

found, but possibly not the mathematically longest). 

For a distinct fragmentation scheme of a molecule there may be several different but 

equally valid SPICES line notations since the proposed line notation is not canonically 

unique. For acyclic SPICES with a defined [START]/[END] tag pair , the sketched 3D 

tube construction process will lead to a single distinct spatial 3D tube representation for 

all these possible different line notations (without a defined [START]/[END] tag pair 

there may be two possible orientations). For cyclic particle structures this may not be the 

case, i.e. different but equally valid SPICES line notations may lead to different spatial 

3D tube representations and corresponding different start geometries of a simulation.  

This shortcoming is of minor practical relevance since the possibly different 3D tube 

representations for small molecules seem to be sufficiently similar for convergent 

mesoscopic simulation results. On the other hand, for large complex molecules like cross -
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linked (bio)polymers the simple linear 3D tube representation is questionable in principle 

so that specific conversion tools like a PDB-to-SPICES parser for peptides and proteins 

would be advised which would take the known molecular 3D structure into account.  

The sketched spatial projection (see figure 6) is accomplished by the interplay of the 

methods setCoordinates and getParticlePositionsAndConnections: After creation of a 

Spices object from a SPICES line notation string (which is rapidly performed within a 

fraction of a second for small molecules like DMPC) arrays for the first (start) and the 

last (end) particle positions of all spatial linear 3D tubes as well as the bond length may 

be provided via the setCoordinates method. The first (start) particles of the linear chains 

always have the defined start positions whereas the last (end) particles may not 

necessarily reach the defined end positions if the length of the defined start/end straight 

line is longer than the accumulated bond lengths of the particles on the longest linear 

chain so that a 3D tube may be smaller than defined. 

On the other hand a 3D tube may be squeezed (with equally reduced bond lengths) if 

the length of the defined start/end straight line is smaller than the accumulated bond 

lengths. Thus the calling code (e.g. a compartment editor that allows for flexible 

compartment definitions within the simulation box like the bilayer compartment shown 

right in figure 6) must only define correctly-oriented and valid lines within an arbitrary 

compartment (which is comparatively simple to realize) without the necessity to calculate 

and pre-check every individual length (which could be more difficult). 

The method getParticlePositionsAndConnections then provides all corresponding 

particle positions within the simulation box where in addition all particle-particle bonds 

are coded with specific offsets which are commonly used by simulation kernels (compare 

to the tabular ASCII file at [PositionBonds2018]). The sketched interplay of the methods 

setCoordinates and getParticlePositionsAndConnections performs sufficiently fast for 

true on-the-fly calculations, e.g. a spatial projection of 50,000 DMPC molecules (with 

800,000 particles) into the simulation box performs in less than a second using an 

ordinary scientific workstation or even a standard notebook computer.  
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Figure 6. Simulation box start geometry with random distribution (left) or bilayer orientation (right) of 

phospholipid DMPC molecules as linear 3D tubes (see figure 1, figure 2 and figure 5) [vandenBroek2018]. 

Color code of particles: Et (olive), MeAc (orange), DMPN (red), TriMeNP (blue).  

 

Whereas line notations may be regarded as a reasonable compromise for a human-

machine interface (readable by human beings, decomposable by machine) , their 

definitions are error-prone for complex branched or ring structures. A visual display of 

the topological particle graph with all its particle-particle connections may considerably 

alleviate a correct SPICES definition, see figure 7. 
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Figure 7. The cyclotide Kalata B1 with 29 amino acids [vandenBroek2018] according to the fragmentation 

scheme in [Truszkowski2015]. 
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Figure 8. SpicesViewer graph display of the cyclotide Kalata B1 (figure 7) [vandenBroek2018]. 

 

A graphical visualization may be achieved by adequate application of open-source 

projects that provide chemical structure drawing capabilities. For instance the structure -

diagram layout of the Chemistry Development Kit (CDK) [Steinbeck2003, Steinbeck2006, 

Willighagen2017] can be customized to display SPICES instead of atom-based connection 

topologies [Truszkowski2014]. A principal problem of this (mis)use of atom-based 

layouts is the inappropriateness of its layout elements and templates: Particle graphs do 
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not follow common patterns of atomic connections (see figure 7) so that topological 

visualizations may result in incomprehensible graphs. Thus a more general graph 

visualization approach with e.g. the GraphStream library [GraphStream2020] is 

necessary. In addition this library allows individually tailored changes of the produced 

graph by manual displacement of node positions to remove unwanted node or edge 

overlaps. SpicesViewer.jar is a GUI application (on top of Spices.jar and connection 

library SpicesToGraphStream.jar) for a topological SPICES display with the 

GraphStream library to analyze the influence of different graph sett ings and to 

demonstrate computational functions like zooming or graph image generation. Figure 7 

shows the SpicesViewer.jar GUI with a manually tailored SPICES graph visualization of 

the cyclic peptide Kalata B1 with 29 amino acids. 

 

5.2 Mesoscopic simulation kernel Jdpd 

The new Jdpd library [JdpdRepository2020] enriches the small set of existing commercial 

[BIOVIA2020, CULGI2018], open general [ESPResSo2020, LAMMPS2020, Gromacs2020, 

DL_MESO2020, DPDmacs2020, SYMPLER2020] and hardware-specific DPD kernels 

[USER-MESO2020, LAMMPS-GPU2020]. It is the first pure Java implementation for 

Molecular Fragment DPD leveraging inherent Java strengths like cross-platform portability, 

parallelized computations, automatic memory management or object-oriented plus functional 

programming capabilities, see figure 8. In addition Jdpd may help to tackle problems of 

polyglot programming where a simulation kernel may be coded in C/C++ or FORTRAN with 

an intermediate software layer written in a different language (like “universal” Java). 
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Figure 9. DPD simulation architecture(s) with Jdpd: A job execution management layer may run several 

parallelized Jdpd instances with different simulation jobs (denoted 1 to N) where every Jdpd instance itself 

may use several parallelized internal calculation threads (denoted Calc 1 to M) [vandenBroek2018b]. 

 

DPD forces and corresponding potentials are implemented in calculation classes of the 

packages harmonicBonds, dpdCutoff1 and electrostatics. An additional gravitational 

acceleration that acts on particle masses may be defined for every direction (this function 

may be interesting for very large mesoscopic simulation systems). All calculation classes 

for DPD and electrostatics forces and potentials extend abstract class 

ParticlePairInteractionCalculator of package interactions which itself implements a cut-

off length-based simulation box cell partitioning [Allen1987]: The resulting cell linked-

list method allows a (near) linear scaling detection of interacting particle pairs within 

neighboring cells – a task that otherwise would be quadratically scaling with the number 

of particles. In addition the simulation box cells are grouped in (3·3·2=)18 parallelizable 

chunks (each cell is surrounded by 26 neighbor cells, every third cell in each of the three 

spatial directions has no common neighbor cell but due to symmetric forces every second 

cell can be used in one of the three directions, see method 

getParallelisationSafeCellChunks of class CellBox in package utilities; for an in-depth 

description of this method a far-reaching graphical explanation would be necessary and 

is not shown in this work, nevertheless it is a known technique in the field of computer 

simulation): These chunks guarantee a separated non-overlapping access of internal force 
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array elements from parallelized calculation threads so that fast lock-free array 

manipulations become possible (all particle-related arrays are located in class 

ParticleArrays of package parameters). An analogue lock-free parallelization feature 

with separated parallelizable bond chunks is realized within the bond-related calculation 

classes (see package harmonicBonds).  

Another significant performance improvement is achieved by efficiently caching the 

already evaluated interacting particle pairs for reuse throughout different force 

calculations within a single simulation step (see the use of caching class 

ParticlePairDistanceParameters in package utilities). This caching avoids the time-

consuming recalculation of particle pair distances (see relative performance factors of the 

different implemented integration schemes below): The saved number of expensively 

safe-guarded particle pair distance calculations may be (empirically) estimated to about 

7 times the total number of particles in simulation for a common DPD particle density of 

3. An upper limit for this empirical number may be deduced from the average number of 

all neighbor-cell particle pairs, which is 40 times the number of particles in the simulation 

(which overestimates the number of relevant particle pair distances since – incorrectly – 

particle pairs with a distance above the cut-off length of 1 DPD unit are included): 
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Since (unlike MD) dissipative DPD forces depend on relative particle velocities , the 

common Velocity-Verlet (VV) integration of the equations of motion [Allen1987, 

Frenkel2002] has to be modified (abbreviated MVV). Jdpd consists of optimized 

implementations of four DPD integration schemes (located in package integrationType) 

that cover different integration techniques from the literature: (I) The original Groot-

Warren scheme (GWMVV) [Groot1997, Besold2000, Vattulainen2002] which depends 

on a tuning parameter where GWMVV equals VV integration for a value of 0.5, (II) the 

self-consistent scheme (SCMVV) [Besold2000, Vattulainen2002, Pagonabarraga1998] 

with an adjustable number of self-consistent dissipative force iterations where a single 

iteration leads to the DPDMVV variant, (III) Shardlow’s S1 scheme (S1MVV) 

[Shardlow2003, Nikunen2003] and (IV) the Nonsymmetric Pairwise Noose-Hoover-

Langevin thermostat (PNHLN) [Leimkuhler2015] that requires the definition of an 

additional coupling parameter. 

A single simulation task is performed by activation (instantiating) a 

DpdSimulationTask (which implements a Callable interface, see package jdpd) that may 

be submitted to an appropriate thread executor service to be invoked. The 

DpdSimulationTask constructor requires six configuration objects: (I) An (optional) 

RestartInfo instance that contains information about a possible simulation job restart (all 

Jdpd jobs may be restarted with altered settings which allows flexible job execution 

chains), (II) an input instance that implements the IInput interface with all simulation 

settings (e.g. particle types and their interactions, initial particle positions within the 

simulation box, additional properties like molecule boundaries etc.), (III) an output 

instance implementing the IOutput interface for all output data, (IV) a progress monitor 

instance implementing the IProgressMonitor interface for real-time simulation progress 

information, (V) an ILogger instance for log-level dependent accumulation of detailed 

internal calculation progress information and (VI) a ParallelizationInfo instance that 

describes internal settings for parallelized calculations. All interfaces are located in 

package interfaces and possess concrete sample implementations like classes FileInput 

and FileOutput of package samples that implement file-based I/O methods. The 

RestartInfo and ParallelizationInfo classes are found in package parameters. 

An IInput object contains a Factory instance (located in package utilities) that 

implements enumerated type definitions for random number generation, DPD and 

electrostatics calculations, harmonic bonds or integration schemata. The factory pattern 

allows a simple extension or replacement of computational algori thms used throughout 
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the whole simulation kernel, e.g. the implemented random numbers generators 

[ApacheRNG2020, PCG2018, Nishimura2018] may be supplemented by alternative 

methods with a few additional lines of code in the Factory class. An IInput object also 

provides detailed molecular information (see class MoleculeDescription in package 

utilities): These molecular descriptions differentiate between topological bonds of a 

molecule’s particles for an adequate description of covalent connectivity and bonds 

between backbone particles that maintain a defined spatial 3D structure, e.g. ring systems 

or secondary and tertiary structures of proteins. As a matter of fact, both bond types are 

treated equally throughout calculations. 

For software programs with extensive parallelized numerical calculations, the 

debugging facilities of current integrated development environments are often not 

sufficient to tackle subtle errors. Thus Jdpd comprises (extensible) loggers (see classes 

FileLogger and MemoryLogger in package logger) with different (extensible) log-levels 

to obtain detailed information about the simulation progress. 

Jdpd efficiently calculates kinetic and potential energies, average kinetic temperatures 

[Frenkel2002], surface tensions along the simulation box axes [Frenkel2002, 

Walton1983] or particle-based radii of gyration [Flory1953]. In addition a fast 

parallelized particle- and molecule-based nearest-neighbor analysis for the whole 

simulation process is implemented which allows a detailed temporal monitoring of 

changing averaged particle and molecule vicinities. Initial force steps for potential energy 

minimization to improve start geometries may be defined and velocities may be scaled to 

keep a desired temperature. A molecule-specific position or velocity fixation is provided 

with the additional option to define molecule-specific boundaries in form of reflective 

virtual walls within the simulation box to confine molecules to a desired subspace. 

Molecule-specific periodic “force kicks” may be defined to “smoothly drive” molecules 

into a desired direction. Periodic boundary conditions as well as reflective box walls are 

supported. Implemented safeguards try to tackle common problems like unfavorable 

simulation box start configurations with improbable (high or low) particle densities. 

For testing purposes Jdpd contains two appropriate packages tests and 

tests.interactions that contain a Unit test code e.g. for a command file driven Jdpd usage. 
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Figure 10. Jdpd performance snapshots in dependence of the number of simulated particles (see legend 

on the right) and the number of parallelized calculation threads for 13,000 simulation steps (corresponding 

to a physical time period of one microsecond) with the integration type after Groot-Warren (GWMVV) 

[vandenBroek2018b]. 

 

Jdpd offers a satisfactory performance for various scientific applications with 

workstation computers that are commonly available in scientific institutions (where the 

computational speed of Java just-in-time compiled Jdpd is in the order of comparable 

ahead-of-time compiled FORTRAN or C/C++ code) but does not explicitly exploit 

specific hardware environments or devices like graphics processing units (thus Jdpd may 

be orders of magnitude slower than hardware-specific high performance computing 

implementations – but future Java Virtual Machines may address these hardware 

acceleration options [Ishizaki2015, Sumatra2018]): As a rule of thumb, a one-million-

particle/one-microsecond simulation using 8 parallelized calculation threads consumes 

about one gigabyte of memory and takes less than 3 hours to finish on standard multicore 

processors, e.g. an Intel Xeon E5-2697 v2 CPU [XeonE5-2697-2018] used for the 

performance snapshots shown in figure 9. Up to the studied 8 parallelized calculation 

threads, Jdpd computational periods scale inversely proportional with the thread number 

exhibiting scaling exponents between -0.92 and -1.09. The corresponding scaling with a 

growing simulated particle number is near-proportional with scaling exponents between 

1.17 and 1.39 (thus well below quadratic scaling). The relative performance factors of the 
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different implemented integration schemes (see above) is GWMVV (1.0) < S1MVV (1.1) 

< DPDMVV (1.4) < S1MVV without cache (1.8) < PNHLN (1.9) < DPDMVV without 

cache (2.2) < SCMVV with 5 iterations (2.3) < PNHLN without cache (2.8) < SCMVV 

with 5 iterations without cache (4.8). These findings correspond to those reported in 

[Besold2000, Vattulainen2002, Nikunen2003, Leimkuhler2015]. 

 

5.3 Mesoscopic simulation environment MFsim 

The new MFsim project provides the first open Java all-in-one rich-client mesoscopic 

simulation environment and complements the few available commercial systems 

[BIOVIA2020, CULGI2020] with specific support for biomolecular applications containing 

peptides and proteins. By default, MFsim is integrated with the Jdpd simulation kernel, an open 

MFD Java code [vandenBroek2018b, Jdpd2020]. As an open approach, MFsim is not 

restricted to a specific mesoscopic simulation engine but may be customized to communicate 

with any particle-based simulation code [ESPResSo2020, LAMMPS2020, Gromacs2020, 

DL_MESO2020, DPDmacs2020, SYMPLER2020, USER-MESO2020, LAMMPS-

GPU2020]: Appendix 4 outlines the corresponding simulation kernel integration details. 

Usage of MFsim does not require programming skills and supports the complete 

preparation-simulation-evaluation triad of a mesoscopic simulation task. It comprises features 

like a SPICES line notation [vandenBroek2018, SPICES2020] based chemical structure 

editor, a PDB file parser [ProteinDataBank2020] for particle-based peptide/protein 

representations, a peptide and protein editor, support of polymer definitions, a compartment 

editor for complex molecular start configurations and interactive simulation box views 

including analytics, on-the-fly movie generation and animated diagrams. Parameter settings 

are supported by reusable schemata and filtered bulk operations, inter-parameter dependencies 

are controlled by directed internal update cascades to avoid ill-defined settings. MFsim 

parallelizes operations to effectively exploit multi-core processor hardware. 

 

5.3.1 Implementation 

The object-oriented Java architecture (see figure 10) follows a Model-View-Controller 

(MVC) pattern [Reenskaug2020]: Graphical user interface (GUI) view classes (based on 

the Swing GUI Toolkit [Swing2020] of the Java platform [Java2020]) are governed by 

corresponding controller classes (gui packages control, dialog and main). The controllers 

communicate with a layer of Molecular Fragment Cheminformatics (MFC) models 
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(model packages changeNotification, graphics, jmolViewer, job, message, particle, 

particleStructure, peptide, preference, util and valueItem) that provide all core functions 

where the MFC layer itself controls the particle simulation kernel (Jdpd as a default).  

 

 

 

Figure 11. MFsim architecture with underlying MVC pattern: Graphical user interface (GUI) 

views/controllers communicate with a layer of Molecular Fragment Cheminformatics (MFC) models that 

provide all core functions where the MFC layer itself controls the DPD simulation kernel layer 

[vandenBroek2020]. 

 

The basic GUI frame is organized by three management tabs for simulation job Design, 

job Execution and job Results evaluation that operate on a defined workspace directory 

of the file system (see figure 11): This workspace directory contains a JobInputs folder 

(where each subfolder corresponds to a single Job Input definition) and a JobResults 

folder (with subfolders corresponding to Job Result instances). During job execution a 

temporary directory is used for file storage which may be located on a fast 

hardware/memory device for maximum performance. All specific GUI functions are 

provided by successive levels of modal dialogs that can be opened above the basic GUI 

frame. 
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MFsim automatically logs internal problems to support the detection of possibly subtle 

errors which are likely to occur in complex architectures with hundred thousands of code 

lines. The log file entries may be viewed via menu entry Help/MFsim log/Browse of the 

basic GUI frame. 

Details about internal data objects, preferences and convenient re-usable settings are 

comprised in appendix 3. 

 

 

Figure 12. Basic MFsim GUI frame with three management tabs for simulation job Design, job Execution 

and job Results evaluation operating on a defined workspace directory (see status line at the bottom). The 

displayed Home tab depicts graphical project information and links to the MFsim GitHub repository  

[vandenBroek2020]. 
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MFsim supports concurrent calculations to exploit the capabilities of multi-core processors 

for performance improvements that (almost) linearly scale with the number of available 

processor cores (and additionally benefit from technologies like Hyper-Threading). To arrive 

at an overall optimum balance, the global preference section Parallel computing provides 

options for fine-tuning of concurrent operations. As an example the number of parallel 

calculation threads for force calculations of the (default Jdpd) particle simulation engine may 

be specified in combination with the number of concurrent jobs in simulation to achieve an 

adequate workload of an octa-core processor with 2 concurrent simulations and 4 force 

calculation threads each – whereas for a maximum single-job performance the number of force 

calculation threads could be increased to 8 with the number of parallel simulations decreased 

to 1. Additional parallel computing options address the number of concurrent particle position 

writers for output file creation, the minimum number of simulation box cells and particle-

particle bonds for parallelization (to avoid ineffective parallelization efforts due to the 

necessary computational overhead) and the number of concurrent graphical simulation box 

slice and diagram generators (abbreviated slicers – their number should at best correspond to 

the number of available processor threads including Hyper-Threading). 

Another performance-related feature is global caching: SPICES line notations (class 

SpicesPool of package model.particleStructure) and PDB file-related protein definitions (class 

PdbToDpdPool of package model.peptide) are kept in memory to speed up chemical structure-

related operations by avoidance of extensive reevaluations during calculations. The size of the 

SPICES and protein cache may be inspected via menu entry Application/Cache/Show of the 

basic GUI frame. In-memory caching also improves the performance of simulation box slice 

image-related operations: Preference/Simulation box/Slicer graphics/Image storage in the 

global preferences dialog may be used to activate the Memory uncompressed (fastest) or 

compressed (smallest) image cache, otherwise slice images are stored as image files which is 

comparatively slow. 

MFsim slicer graphics is realized with Java2D [Java2D2020]. 3D displays of the simulation 

box are parallel projections that allow for versatile through-space measurements (but appear 

somewhat distorted compared to central projections). The spatial 3D impression is additionally 

supported by a configurable fog generation (spatially deeper lying particles are presented in an 

attenuated color) to intensify the depth perception. Simulation movie generation is realized by 

merging box images into a movie clip utilizing the open FFmpeg software [FFmpeg2020]. 

Since there is no unique particle set for mesoscopic simulation, a specific field of research 

requires a specific particle set – a situation that is similar to Molecular Mechanics/Dynamics 
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with different force fields and specific atom types. All mandatory particle information and 

particle-particle interactions must be provided by a particle set text file where particle 

definitions are to be described in mandatory section [Particle description] , particle-

particle repulsions in mandatory section [Particle interactions]  and peptide/protein 

decomposition related particle information in optional section [Amino acids] . MFsim 

comes with ParticleSet_H2O.txt, a minimal single-particle set for test purposes, and 

ParticleSet_AA_V02.txt, a basic biomolecular particle set for an approximate fragmentation of 

phospholipids and peptide/proteins. The latter is based on the particle data in [LAMMPS-

GPU2020] with rescaled molecular volumes and the water molecule being the smallest 

particle of volume 30 Å3. MFsim contains some functions for particle set manipulation (e.g. 

particle duplication, see menu Particles of the basic GUI frame) and supports the automated 

update of a Job Input definition for a new particle set. 

Last but not least – as an open project itself, MFsim uses several other open libraries: Apache 

Commons IO [ApacheIO2020]/Lang [ApacheLang2020]/RNG [ApacheRNG2020], BioJava 

[Prlic2012, BioJava2020], FFmpeg (currently with the Windows OS only), GraphStream 

[GraphStream2020], Jama [JAMA2020], JCommon [JCommon2020], Jdpd, JDOM 

[JDOM2020], JFreeChart [JFreeChart2020], Jmol [Jmol2020], PCG [PCG-Java2020, PCG-

RNG2020], SPICES [SPICESRepository2020] and Vecmath [3DVecMath2020]. 

The MFsim simulation system aims at supporting the complete preparation-simulation-

evaluation triad in form of an integrated all-in-one workflow which is sketched step-by-

step in the following paragraphs. 

 

5.3.2 Simulation job design 

The simulation Design tab of the basic GUI frame manages all Job Input-related 

operations. It comprises an optionally filtered list of all available Job Input definitions of 

the specified workspace where a single Job Input definition may be viewed, edited, re-

used (as a start for a new definition), removed, imported from an archive file or itself 

archived to a file (e.g. for exchange purposes). For a new Job Input definition, a 

corresponding modal dialog is opened above the basic GUI frame. 

A new Job Input definition is already a complete and valid simulation job definition 

with a single particle type (the water particle). The Job Input features have to be defined 

in a top-down manner where a change in a higher-level feature leads to an immediate 

update of subordinate features in an adequate manner – e.g. a change in the number of 
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particles via the Quantity feature automatically changes the subordinate Box size feature 

to be consistent with the new higher-level Quantity settings according to the even higher 

DPD density setting. These successive top-down updates (which are realized by directed 

ValueItem update cascades, see class UtilityJobUpdate in package model.job as well as 

appendix 3) alleviate error-free Job Input definitions with an overall logical integrity. A 

complete Job Input definition is organized in form of a feature tree that consists of four 

main sections (see figure 12): The General job description, the Chemical system 

description, the Interaction description and the Simulation description. Every single Job 

Input feature contains a local Description, a Hint and an Error tab: The Description tab 

provides a descriptive outline of the feature in question and summarizes its possible 

settings. The Hint tab informs about possible shortcomings of the current setting (e.g. 

possibly unwanted identical colors for different molecules so that the molecules cannot 

be distinguished in a simulation box display) whereas an activated Error tab signals a 

severe problem which has to be resolved (an erroneous Job Input definition is not allowed 

to be executed). Since the list of Job Input features should exploit the range of capabilities 

of the underlying particle simulation kernel the current MFsim Job Input feature set 

especially addresses the default Jdpd simulation kernel (see class 

JdpdValueItemDefinition in package model.job). For other particle simulation kernels the 

feature set would have to be customized accordingly (see appendix 4).  
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Figure 13. Modal dialog for a Job Input definition with main sections General job description (collapsed), 

Chemical system description (expanded), Interaction description (collapsed) and Simulation description 

(collapsed). Feature Compartments and box view of subsection Simulation box in main section Chemical 

system description is selected [vandenBroek2020]. 

 

The General job description comprises job-related information like a Description line 

or a creation Timestamp. 

The Chemical system description addresses all features that characterize the chemical 

ensemble to be simulated. Monomer definition and Molecule definition are realized with 

chemical structure editors plus specific editors for peptides and proteins. The editor for 

monomers and molecular structures is based on the SPICES and GraphStream libraries 

[vandenBroek2018] and supports the input of a SPICES line notation. A SPICES string 

can be manually coded (or composed by clicking on available structure elements like 

particles, brackets or tags) and is immediately parsed with its manipulative topological 

structure displayed below (for a valid definition) – thus the input of a forbidden SPICES 
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line notation is (hopefully) impossible. If a particle set with amino acids definition is 

chosen the PDB structure tab and the Peptide button are activated. The additional modal 

peptide dialog allows for the input of a one-letter-code peptide sequence (manually or by 

clicking on the available amino acids and structure elements like disulfide bridges, 

charges etc.) that is afterwards converted to a SPICES line notation in the structure editor 

(see figure 13). 
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Figure 14. Molecular structure tab of the modal structure editor dialog: The SPICES line notation (upper 

left) of a cyclic peptide was prepared with the modal peptide dialog (available via the active Peptide 

button) thus the line notation is automatically split into several lines for each amino acid to alleviate 

comprehension. The notation is valid (confirmed by the  Valid molecule label) and its cyclic topological 

structure is displayed below. Available structure elements (particles, brackets, tags etc.) are listed on the 

right [vandenBroek2020]. 

 

For biomolecular simulations MFsim provides a PDB-to-SPICES parser which is available 

via the PDB structure tab (see figure 14). An opened PDB file is rendered with the Jmol library 

and internally evaluated with the BioJava library to create a corresponding SPICES line 

notation. Different biological assemblies may be chosen from the PDB definition via a drop-

down box. The modal Chain dialog may be used to exclude protein chains and to a priori assign 

a segment to an amino acid according to its protein chain. The modal Mutant dialog allows the 

specific change of amino acids to create in-silico mutants (with the same 3D structure of the 

backbone chain). A pH value may be set with the modal pH dialog to charge corresponding 

particles. The modal Property dialog offers a number of settings for the amino acids of all 
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chains: Protein backbone particles may be replaced by model (probe) particles with identical 

physical properties but different labels for e.g. selective display of specific amino acids of a 

chain. In addition, a status and a segment may be defined for each amino acid backbone particle 

which can be used for intra-protein force assignments in order to achieve specific control 

concerning the flexibility or stiffness of the protein backbone (whereas amino acid side chain 

particles are always flexible). The complete protein information is encapsulated in a 

PdbToDpd object (package model.peptide) which is globally stored in the protein cache 

for inexpensive reuse in protein-related calculations. A PdbToDpd object also comprises 

an automated mapping of the 3D protein structure to the relative positions of its DPD 

backbone particles which supports realistic 3D protein start geometries in the simulation 

box. 

 

Figure 15. PDB structure tab of the modal structure editor dialog: A PDB file can be loaded with 

automated conversion to a SPICES line notation. Different tabs show the rendered protein structure, its 

amino acid sequence, the corresponding SPICES line notation and the text of the  PDB file. Several 

additional functions and dialogs are available at the top (see text)  [vandenBroek2020]. 
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The SPICES-related polymer construction exploits the syntax characteristics of the SPICES 

definition [vandenBroek2018] and is realized by an interplay of the SPICES monomer editor 

(feature Monomer definition) and the SPICES structure editor (feature Molecule definition) for 

polymer construction from monomers. 

The Simulation box subsection of the Chemical system description (see figure 12 for the 

expanded feature tree) provides detailed setting options for the molecular ensemble. The 

Composition sub-subsection allows the definition of the number of molecules in the box where 

Concentration settings in gram, mol, mol-percent or weight-percent are also possible. Feature 

Box size may modify the box geometry with a cube as a default. The Colors sub-subsection 

defines different color display modes with Molecule-particle color as the most fine-grained 

setting where an individual color may be chosen for each particle type within a molecule. The 

Particles and molecules display sub-subsection then allows for the corresponding individual 

default display settings for all molecules/particles (which may be arbitrarily changed at a later 

stage). The generated default molecular simulation box configuration consists of randomly-

oriented spatial SPICES 3D tubes (described in [vandenBroek2018]) at random box positions 

(see figure 15 which also describes the treatment of PDB-derived 3D peptide/protein 

structures). The Compartments and box view feature (selected in figure 12) may be used to set 

up specific compartments with specific molecule orientations and to view the resulting start 

configuration of the simulation box. The compartment editor enables various settings as a 

combination of sphere, layer or rectangular cuboid compartments where different molecular 

orientations may be defined within each compartment (see figure 16). Layers with exclusively 

single particle molecules allow for a simple cubic lattice particle positioning which may 

generate a solid surface in combination with the Molecule fixation function (see below). The 

editor also supports a correct a priori DPD density of particles inside a compartment (which 

may be arbitrarily changed). 
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Figure 16. Default random simulation box start configuration (looking at the xz-cross-section at the 

position y=4.986 Å) without compartment definition (compare to figure 16) of a chemical ensemble that 

comprises 800,000 (bulk) water particles (excluded from display), 40,000 water particles (to be located 

inside a vesicle, colored cyan), 2,200 (oriented outer-vesicle) DMPC molecules (with SPICES line 

notation: TriMeNP[START]-DMPN(MeAc-6Et)(MeAc-6Et[END]) [vandenBroek2018]), 1,800 (oriented 

inner-vesicle) DMPC molecules (with SPICES line notation: TriMeNP[END]-DMPN(MeAc-6Et)(MeAc-

6Et[START]) [vandenBroek2018]) and 500 Kalata B1 cyclotides [vandenBroek2020]. All molecules – 

except the Kalata B1 cyclotides which are derived from PDB file 1NB1 [KalataB12020] – are generated 

as randomly-oriented spatial SPICES 3D tubes at random positions in the box. The 500 Kalata B1 

cyclotides are also randomly distributed throughout the box but their individual amino acid backbone 

particle positions are set according to their spatial 3D structure (with the side chain particles collapsed 

onto their neighboring backbone particles). In addition, each Kalata B1 cyclotide is overall shrunk into a 

virtual sphere (with a volume that corresponds to its particles’ DPD volume) from which all other particles 

are excluded – thus a Kalata B1 cyclotide start size is somewhat smaller than its actual size during 

simulation. DMPC particle colors: DMPN (red), Et (olive), MeAc (orange), TriMeNP (blue). Kalata B1 

backbone particles are shown in beige (all amino acid side chain particles are excluded from display) with 

the backbone particles that correspond to the characteristic hydrophobic spot of these peptides displayed 

in yellow. 
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Figure 17. Definition of compartments (a tutorial for other compartments can be found in appendix V) 

for a 30 nm DMPC phospholipid double-layer vesicle and view of the resulting simulation box start 

configuration of the chemical ensemble described in figure 15 [vandenBroek2020]. I: Modal compartment 

editor dialog with detailed settings of the bulk phase (with all Kalata B1 cyclotides and the 800 ,000 bulk 

water particles) outside any compartment and the 3 sphere compartments for oriented spatial positioning 

of the inner/outer DMPC phospholipids and the inner vesicle water particles. II: Graphical display of size 

and spatial position of the 3 overlaid sphere compartments. III: Corresponding Simulation box slicer view 

of the simulation box start configuration. IV: Cross-section through the simulation box for a more detailed 

view of the DMPC molecule orientation inside the vesicle.  
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The settings of the final Movement sub-subsection of the Simulation box subsection address 

molecule movement control capabilities of the Jdpd simulation kernel: Molecules may be 

spatially fixed (Molecule fixation) or their movement restricted to virtual cages surrounded by 

“reflective walls” within the simulation box (Molecule boundary). On the other hand, 

molecules may possess a fixed velocity (Molecule fixed velocity) or may be kicked with a 

specified frequency (Molecule acceleration). 

The final Property calculation subsection of the Chemical system description offers several 

calculation options during simulations like particle-pair radial distribution functions (RDF) and 

distances, particle-based molecular radii of gyration or a detailed particle/molecule nearest-

neighbor analysis to monitor changing particle/molecule vicinities with temporal evolution of 

the simulated ensemble. 

Interaction description as the third main Job Input section addresses the fundamental 

physics of the DPD particle-particle interactions like the Temperature setting, Random DPD 

force magnitude, electrostatic interactions of charged particles, gravitational acceleration or the 

characteristics of bonds between particles and their neighbor particles within molecules. Since 

mesoscopic DPD simulations are based on isotropic particle-particle repulsions (editable via 

feature Particle interactions with the default repulsion parameters taken from the selected 

particle set) it may be necessary to impose preferential molecular conformations, e.g. to 

stabilize the 3D backbone structure of proteins by adequate spring forces between backbone 

particles to prevent a structural collapse. Thus, additional particle-particle spring forces may 

be specifically defined between indexed particles in SPICES line notations (Molecule backbone 

forces), the amino acid backbone particles of peptides and proteins (Protein backbone forces) 

and the backbone particles of peptides and proteins within assigned chain segments (Protein 

distance forces). 

The final main Simulation description section completes the Job Input settings with 

definitions for control of the simulation itself. The number of Simulation steps defines the 

temporal physical period to be simulated by integration of the equations of motion with a 

defined Time step length and a specific Integration type. Output frequency controls the 

intermediate output (e.g. the creation of particle position files for specific simulation steps) for 

later evaluation of the simulation record. Initial minimization steps may be defined to improve 

the initial simulation box start configuration with Minimization step output as a control setting 

for later inspection. Remaining definitions address Periodic boundaries along the box axes, the 

use of a DPD unit mass, possible Initial velocity scaling steps for temperature control and the 

choice of the Random number generator for the random DPD force. 
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A completely defined job may be finally saved (Apply button of the modal Job Input dialog) 

with an automated addition to the list of available Job Input definitions of the current 

workspace. 

5.3.3 Simulation job execution 

The Execution tab of the basic GUI frame manages the simulation of defined (error-free) 

Job Input definitions and a restart of already simulated Job Result instances (with a defined 

number of additional simulation steps): After addition to the Job Execution Queue, jobs may 

be executed in parallel according to the global settings defined in Preferences/Parallel 

computing. For job execution MFsim must convert a Job Input definition to a Jdpd command 

file with corresponding particle position files (see class JobUtilityMethods in package 

model.job as well as appendix 4). Completed simulations are stored as new Job Result instances 

for further evaluation (see below). Job execution is always performed in background so it does 

not interfere with the concurrent usage of any other MFsim function (with the exception that a 

currently simulated Job Input definition is not allowed to be changed by editing operations or 

removal). For every job in simulation its progress in percent and the estimated remaining 

simulation period is displayed and constantly updated. The Job Execution Queue may be 

altered in an arbitrary manner after execution start where a job in simulation cannot be 

immediately killed but only stopped with a delay to guarantee a valid Job Result. All Job Result 

evaluation functions are also available for jobs in execution which allows for a detailed 

inspection and analysis of simulation progress. 

The Job Result restart feature offers the possibility of successive simulation pipelines since 

underlying Job Input definitions may be changed before a restart. As an example, a possible 

molecule fixation or caging defined in the Movement sub-subsection (see above) could be 

removed before a restart of an initial relaxation simulation to allow for new modes of 

interaction between the molecular species. Changes of the molecular composition or the spatial 

configuration are not possible since they would affect the overall physical state of a simulation. 

 

5.3.4 Simulation job result evaluation 

The Results tab of the basic GUI frame comprises a list of all Job Result instances of the 

current workspace where a Job Result may be viewed, removed, imported from or exported to 

an archive file. 

The View of a Job Result opens a modal dialog that consists of a feature tree which offers 

substantial simulation related evaluations (see figure 17). The General information section 
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summarizes general settings and results like simulation end point and period, number of 

simulation steps and corresponding physical time, parallelization settings or the used particle 

set file name. The Simulation progress section provides time-step data and corresponding 

graphical 2D diagram charts of relevant physical quantities like temperature, kinetic and 

potential energy or surface tension. The 2D diagram charts may be converted to movies that 

are in accordance with simulation movies (see below) to allow for a combined display. If 

specific property calculations throughout the simulation were defined in the Property 

calculation subsection of the underlying Job Input definition, the corresponding result 

evaluations appear as additional sections in the Job Result feature tree, e.g. the Nearest 

neighbor section in figure 17. The Distribution movie section (see figure 17) provides movies 

with animated 2D diagram charts of a particle/molecule frequency along a selected axis for a 

defined simulation period. 
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Figure 18. Feature tree of the modal View dialog of a Job Result with selected Distribution Movie feature 

(top) and Simulation Movie feature (bottom) [vandenBroek2020]. 
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The Simulation box section provides (animated) simulation box views of all (output) steps 

of the simulation process including the a priori minimization steps (if defined in the Job Input 

definition) and the generation of simulation movies for defined simulation periods (see figure 

17). For simulation box view and analysis, MFsim consists of two types of viewers for 

arbitrarily rotated or shifted box inspections: The Simulation box viewer (mis)uses the 

graphical Jmol capabilities designed for atom-based molecule representations to display 

particle structures whereas the Simulation box slicer generates successive slice images of the 

simulation box using Java2D. Moreover, the Simulation box slicer provides extensive box 

analysis features like through-space measurements (compare appendix 2), (individual) particle 

selections or the definition of zoom volumes with a corresponding particle/molecule frequency 

analysis (see figure 18). Molecular color, size, visibility or transparency settings may be 

arbitrarily changed for alternative views of the molecular ensemble of interest. 
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Figure 19. Simulation box slicer display of ethanol molecules (SPICES line notation: Me-MeOH) from 

an octanol-water mixture in a simulation box [vandenBroek2020]. The diagram at the bottom quantifies 

the ethanol frequencies along the z-axis with two distinct layers and corresponds to the ethanol distribution 

in the simulation box at the top. Ethanol particle colors: Me (plum), MeOH (red). All other molecules of 

the ensemble are discarded from display (octanol not visible) except water particles (blue) between the 

layers. 
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Simulation movies for a defined simulation period are generated with the slicer 

functionality. Slicer-related animation settings (e.g. box spinning, box slicing or box zooming) 

may be used to contribute to the movie generation in an additive manner: A simulation movie 

may start with a spinning box, then show the minimization steps, again stop with a spinning 

box after minimization, exclude specific particles/molecules, zoom-in, then show a defined 

part of the simulation process within the zoomed box volume etc. All slicer functions produce 

sequences of images which may finally be merged into a MP4 movie clip with the open 

FFmpeg software (automated integration of FFmpeg is currently only available for the 

Windows operating system).  

Last but not least the final Job Input section just shows all features of the underlying Job 

Input definition. 

 

5.3.5 MFsim use cases 

The new MFsim environment may be beneficial for different fields of research. Theoretical 

physicists and chemists that contribute to the foundations of mesoscopic simulation with new 

methods/models/applications or improved/extended particle parameter sets may choose the 

open environment for an exemplification of their work so that their new insights and 

developments can be more easily adapted and utilized by a wider scientific community where 

especially scientific end-user communities appreciate availability within a rich-client system. 

Chemo- and bioinformaticians may likewise be interested in the extended possibilities to 

popularize their new and improved algorithmic solutions by offering a versatile usage in a 

convenient environment with only comparatively small additional development efforts. 

As an open all-in-one rich-client system with (modest) hardware requirements that are 

commonly available in scientific institutions, MFsim especially targets scientific end-users 

without programming skills. If a theoretically sound simulation model is available, specific 

alterations and extensions can be performed by end-users themselves. Tutorials Simulation of 

a DMPC bilayer membrane model [MFsimPDF04, MFsimClip09] and Cyclotide-membrane 

sandwich interaction model [MFsimPDF01, MFsimClip04] illustrate details of biomolecular 

simulation setups in a step-by-step fashion (with the corresponding MFsim Job Inputs being 

available in the MFsim GitHub repository tutorials subfolder) to show that the inevitable 

training hurdle for productive usage is manageable with tolerable effort. The MFsim GitHub 

repository also contains links to MFsim-generated simulation clips (see README in subfolder 
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2020 Cyclotide-membrane interaction study) which demonstrate an especially attractive 

feature for visual communication of research findings. 

In summary, MFsim may broaden the applicability of mesoscopic approaches (at best in 

close collaboration with experimental research) and stimulate the collaboration between the 

different disciplines from theory over computing to end-user application. 

 

5.4 Cyclotide/membrane interactions 

5.4.1 Particle data 

The particle-related data of this work are taken from [Truszkowski2015] (with rescaled 

molecular volumes and water being the smallest particle of volume 30 Å3) and collected 

in particle set text file ParticleSet_AA_V02.txt [MFsimParticleSet2020]: Within this text 

file, all particle-related definitions are specified in section Particle description, the 

particle-particle repulsions ija  are listed in section Particle interactions and the 

peptide/protein decomposition-related particle information is given in section Amino 

acids.  

 

5.4.2 Open simulation software 

All simulations of this work were performed with the open mesoscopic simulation 

environment MFsim [vandenBroek2020] using the default open MFD engine Jdpd 

[vandenBroek2018b] where all illustrations and animations were derived from MFsim 

graphics. The MFsim project provides the preliminary open biomolecular particle set sketched 

in the previous section for an approximate representation of phospholipids and amino acids, 

implements the SPICES particle structure line notation [vandenBroek2018] and provides a 

peptide/protein editor with automated SPICES decomposition from PDB files 

[ProteinDataBank2020]. A compartment editor supports the initial setup of interaction models 

by defined molecule placement in the simulation box including spatial peptide/protein 3D 

structures. 

A detailed tutorial for the setup and analysis of MFsim simulation jobs used for this 

publication may be downloaded [MFsimPDF03] or viewed/downloaded in animated form 

[MFsimClip10]. All simulation job definitions are openly available at 

[MFsimStudy2020]. Thus, the complete setting details may be reviewed with MFsim (e.g. 

running on a standard notebook computer), and each simulation job may be anywhere 
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reproduced with MFsim running on a modest multicore workstation using 8 parallelized 

Jdpd calculation threads (defined in MFsim via Preferences/Parallel computing/Parallel 

calculators). A similar open documentation of the simulation records is still prohibitive 

due to their size (multiple gigabytes each). In order to support more detailed inspections 

of the performed simulations, MFsim-generated animations are referenced throughout the 

text to be viewed or downloaded. 

 

5.4.3 Simulation details 

For all simulations MFsim default settings are used if not denoted otherwise. All 

molecular species are manually defined by their SPICES strings. The cyclotide SPICES 

strings are automatically derived from their corresponding PDB files and additional 

settings: Mutations and amino acid sequence loop closures are manually defined, 

disulfide bridges and pH dependent charges are assigned in an automated manner. All 

amino acid side chains are charged for pH 7.4 according to the particle set information. 

The “sandwich” model start geometry (see below) is constructed with xy-layer 

compartments: Single water particles are randomly positioned within their compartments 

(but outside of exclusive cyclotide spheres, see below). Phospholipids and cholesterol are 

collapsed and compressed into linear SPICES tubes according to their start/end tagged 

particles [vandenBroek2018] and randomly positioned in the xy-plane perpendicular to 

their tube orientation with their start particles being located at the compartment’s upper 

or lower z-surface. All amino acid sidechain particles of the cyclotides are collapsed onto 

their corresponding backbone particles which themselves are relatively positioned 

according to the Cα-coordinates defined in their PDB 3D structures. These collapsed 

cyclotide 3D particle structures are then squeezed and randomly rotated within exclusive 

spheres (with a DPD volume according to the cyclotide particle count) and randomly 

positioned in their compartment without overlap. Different random start geometries are 

generated with different Geometry random seed values. Protein distance forces for 

preservation of the cyclotide backbone 3D structure during simulation are completely 

activated with force constants (denoted kBB) of 4 DPD units for all cyclotides. Molecule 

backbone forces are defined for cholesterol with a force constant of 4 DPD units (see 

cholesterol below). For integration of the equations of motion Shardlow’s S1 scheme 

[Shardlow2003, Nikunen2003] is used (denoted S1MVV in MFsim setting Integration 

type). Periodic boundaries are turned on in x- and y-direction with reflective box walls 
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in z-direction. Each simulation is preceded by a conservative energy minimization 

procedure with 100 Initial minimization steps (“force steps”) to relax the initial “high 

energy” box geometry (particularly due to the collapsed and squeezed SPICES tubes and 

cyclotide 3D structures). For additional initial system relaxation – now in contact with a 

“293 K thermostat” – each simulation starts with 100 Initial velocity scaling steps that 

also remove “excess momentum”. The molecular ensembles for the SAR studies compr ise 

more than 600,000 particles representing more than two million atoms and are studied 

with up to 125,000 simulation steps which correspond to a physical simulation time of 

7.5 µs. As a rule-of-thumb, a single simulation run with 8 parallelized Jdpd calculation 

threads allows to study the dynamics for several microseconds in less than a day with an 

ordinary multicore workstation. 

 

5.4.4 Molecular fragmentation 

Figure 19 and figure 20 sketch the molecular structure decompositions of the bilayer 

membrane constituent phospholipids and cholesterol into connected “molecular 

fragment” particles using the SPICES line notation. In general, adequate “molecular 

fragment” particles have to be determined by experience and chemical intuition due to 

the lack of an objective fragmentation procedure (e.g. see their “circular identification” 

in figure 19 on the left). In order to keep spatial characteristics of a molecular species , it 

may be necessary to impose additional intramolecular “backbone forces” between 

specific particles, e.g. the “rod-like” geometry of cholesterol due to its rigid ring system 

is reflected by an additional “molecule backbone force” spring as sketched in f igure 19 

on the right (where the SPICES line notation supports the corresponding backbone 

labels). 
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Figure 20. Left: Decomposition of phospholipid DMPC into “molecular fragment” particles (ethane, 

abbreviated with “particle acronym” Et, methyl acetate, MeAc, negatively charged dimethyl phosphate, 

DMPN, and positively charged trimethylamine, TriMeNP) and their adequate topological connection with 

harmonic springs. At the top the topological particle connection illustration generated by MFsim is 

depicted with the corresponding SPICES line notation shown at the bottom (the included start and end 

tags support adequate spatial positioning in the simulation box for an initial bilayer geometry 

[vandenBroek2018]). Right: “Molecular fragment” particle decomposition of cholesterol allowi ng for an 

adequate spring force definition between the highlighted particles MeOH and Et (with backbone labels ‘1’ 

and ‘2’) to account for the spatial rigidity of the cholesterol ring system. Particle acronyms follow the 

conventions defined in the particle set text file [MFsimParticleSet2020].  
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Figure 21. “Molecular fragment” particle decomposition of the constituent membrane lipids (acronym, 

chemical name, topological particle connection illustration generated by MFsim and corresponding 

SPICES line notation). Particle acronyms follow the conventions defined in the particle set text file 

[MFsimParticleSet2020]. 

 

Figure 21 summarizes the decomposition of cyclotides Kalata B1 (PDB ID: 1NB1) and 

Cycloviolacin O2 (PDB ID: 2KNM) into “molecular fragment” particles. The cyclotides 

consist of a loop structure with 29 (Kalata B1)/30 (Cycloviolacin O2) amino acids where 

the “hydrophobic patch” as a specific structural feature is highlighted. The “molecular 

fragment” particle decomposition is generated by the automated PDB-file-based 

fragmentation procedure of MFsim. For this purpose, section [Amino acids]  of the particle 

set text file defines SPICES strings for all 20 proteinogenic amino acids and pH-

dependent (charged) particle replacements for the C- and N-terminus as well as the 

sidechains (note that in figure 21 only the sidechain replacements for pH 7.4 signaled by 

the amino acid tags {S-}/{S+} are considered since both cyclotides contain a loop 

structure). Additional intramolecular “protein distance forces” between backbone 

particles are defined for control of the rigidity/flexibility of the spatial 3D backbone 

structure. The number label of a single cyclotide amino acid is derived from Jmol 

[Jmol2020] labelling which is used by MFsim. 
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Figure 22. The cyclotide Kalata B1. Upper left: Cartoon representation of the Cα-backbone of Kalata B1 with the 

6 highlighted amino acids of the “hydrophobic patch” (W19, P20, V21, L27, P28, V29) and the two charged sidechain 

amino acids (E3, R24). Lower left: Corresponding backbone particle 3D structure generated by MFsim from the 

3D coordinate information of the PDB file (side chain particles are not shown) with the backbone particles of the 

hydrophobic patch highlighted in white and the positively/negatively charged amino acid backbone particles 

colored in red/blue. Top, right: Amino acid sequence (bold font type from top to bottom) with corresponding parts 

of the SPICES line notation generated by the automated MFsim “molecular fragment” particle decomposition for 

peptides and proteins. The amino acid tags {S+}/{S-} denote the positively/negatively charged side chain 

(particle) at pH 7.4 for R24/E3, bracketed indices indicate connections and the bracketed asterisk signals a closed 

loop. “Hydrophobic patch” and charged amino acids are highlighted and labelled, cysteine in disulfide bridges is 

indicated by a yellow background color. All particle acronyms follow the conventions in the particle set text file 

[MFsimParticleSet2020] (suffix BB denotes backbone particles, suffix SS particles in disulfide bridges, suffix 

PD<index> defines a “probe definition” that may be used for particle highlighting with specific colors. e.g. to 

visualize the “hydrophobic patch”). 
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Figure 23. The corresponding information for cyclotide Cycloviolacin O2. Upper left: Cartoon 

representation of the Cα-backbone of Cycloviolacin O2 with the 6 highlighted amino acids of the 

“hydrophobic patch” (W10, I11, P12, I14, A17, I18) and the four charged sidechain amino acids (E6, K23, K25, 

R29). Lower left: Corresponding backbone particle 3D structure generated by MFsim from the 3D 

coordinate information of the PDB file (side chain particles are not shown) with the backbone particles of 

the hydrophobic patch highlighted in white and the positively/negatively charged amino acid backbone 

particles colored in red/blue. Top, right: Amino acid sequence (bold font type from top to bottom) with 

corresponding parts of the SPICES line notation generated by the automated MFsim “molecular fragment” 

particle decomposition for peptides and proteins. The amino acid tags {S+}/{S-} denote the 

positively/negatively charged side chain (particle) at pH 7.4 for E6/K23/K25/R29, bracketed indices indicate 

connections and the bracketed asterisk signals a closed loop. “Hydrophobic patch” and charged amino 

acids are highlighted and labelled, cysteine in disulfide bridges is indicated by a yellow background color. 

All particle acronyms follow the conventions in the particle set text file [ MFsimParticleSet2020] (suffix 

BB denotes backbone particles, suffix SS particles in disulfide bridges, suff ix PD<index> defines a “probe 

definition” that may be used for particle highlighting with specific colors. e.g. to visu alize the 

“hydrophobic patch”). 
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All cyclotide mutants are constructed with the MFsim peptide/protein editor which 

supports specific amino acid replacements. These replacement operations do not 

influence the spatial 3D backbone structure which is in general likely to cause structural 

inaccurateness in the backbone conformation. But cyclotides Kalata B1 and 

Cycloviolacin O2 exhibit an extraordinary stable spatial conformation (with each containing 

a loop structure plus 3 disulfide bridges) so that only negligible conformational backbone 

changes are expected – note that all sidechain particles are flexible being only constrained 

by standard “spring force” bonds. 

Cyclotide mutants follow the notation <original amino acid><number label of amino 

acid><amino acid of mutant> where multiple mutations are concatenated, e.g. mutant kB1-

W19Y has a single replacement with amino acid tryptophan (W) at position 19 being replaced 

by amino acid tyrosine (Y), mutant kB1-W19Y-P20S-V21T contains three amino acid 

replacements at consecutive positions 19 (tryptophan – W – replaced by tyrosine – Y), 20 

(proline – P – replaced by serine – S) and 21 (valine – V – replaced by threonine – T). 

 

5.4.5 Plasma membrane models 

Each bilayer membrane is constructed with 1600 phospholipid/cholesterol molecules. The 

phospholipid composition of plasma membrane models is chosen to be 40% DMPC, 20% 

DOPE, 5% PIP2, 10% DOPS and 25% SM (see figure 20) with an inner to outer leaflet 

distribution of 24 to 76 for DMPC, 77.5 to 22.5 for DOPE, 75 to 25 for PIP 2, 1 to 0 for 

DOPS (only inside) and 22 to 78 for SM [Daleke2008, vanMeer2008]. The proportion of 

cholesterol is varied from 0% to 50%. If cholesterol molecules are present, the sum of 

phospholipid and cholesterol molecules are equalized for the inner and outer membrane 

leaflet. The start geometry consists of a bilayer of Start/End-tag oriented phospholipid 

and cholesterol molecules (compare figure 19 and figure 22) being manually built with 

the compartment editor of MFsim. The xy-area of the simulation box can be chosen to 

allow for an area per lipid molecule (ApL) of 40, 50 or 60 Å2 [Yamamoto1963, Bar1966, 

Engelman1969, Kiselev2006, Kučerka2011, Ingólfsson2014]. Pure DMPC or DOPE 

bilayer membranes without cholesterol are abbreviated NoC-DMPC-M or NoC-DOPE-M 

respectively. A plasma membrane without cholesterol is abbreviated NoC-PM, a plasma 

membrane with 50% cholesterol molecules 50C-PM. The complete definitions of the 

membrane models are available at [MFsimStudy2020]. 
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5.4.6 Cyclotide-membrane interaction model 

The proposed "sandwich" cyclotide/membrane interaction model is an artificial construct to 

estimate lipid extraction, designed for simplicity without any additional forces or spatial 

constraints as well as a clear connection to experimental findings. The choice of the cyclotide 

number in the cyclotide/water compartment is driven by maximizing the disruptive effect with 

a minimum number of cyclotides – where the extremes would be a single cyclotide within the 

compartment (with possible membrane interaction but no disruptive lipid extraction effect) and 

a biologically unrealistic compartment which solely consists of cyclotides without any water. 

The initial simulation box setup is sketched in figure 22: There are two water compartments at 

top and bottom of the simulation box with 200,000 water particles each in contact with the 

inner membrane leaflets. The two membrane compartments are composed as described above. 

The outer membrane leaflets of both membranes are in contact with two buffer compartments 

containing 5,000 water particles each to prevent initial contact of membranes and cyclotides. 

The enclosed cyclotide/water compartment consists of 190,000 cyclotide and water particles 

distributed according to the defined cyclotide number. Within their compartment the cyclotides 

are randomly oriented and positioned with their spatial 3D backbone structure (option 3D 

random in compartment editor of MFsim), all sidechain particles are initially collapsed onto 

their corresponding backbone particles by default.  

The number of cyclotides is set to 1,000 to obtain evaluable effects within simulation times 

of a few microseconds. This corresponds to an initial cyclotide to water ratio within the 

cyclotide/water compartment of 1 to 145 for Kalata B1 (a single Kalata B1 cyclotide is 

represented by 55 particles, so 1,000 cyclotides lead to 55,000 particles; the compartment size 

without buffer is fixed to 190,000 particles, so that 190,000 – 55,000 = 135,000 water particles 

are added; 135,000 + 10,000 buffer water particles = 145,000 water particles for 1,000 

cyclotides result in 145 water particles for every single cyclotide in the whole cyclotide/water 

compartment) and 1 to 134 for Cycloviolacin O2 (where a single Cycloviolacin O2 cyclotide 

is represented by 66 particles) with similar values for their mutants (due to slightly different 

numbers of the specific cyclotide particles). The aim is to create a high local concentration of 

cyclotides. 

Since the physical length of a DPD simulation box depends on the particle types and their 

relative numbers, the DPD lengths of the model systems containing cyclotides are adjusted to 

the DPD lengths of the pure membrane DPD models. The complete settings of all interaction 

models are available at [MFsimStudy2020].  
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Figure 24. Initial simulation box setup of the “sandwich” cyclotide/membrane interaction model: The 

backbone particles of the Kalata B1 “hydrophobic patch” are colored in white, all other backbone particles 

are shown in beige. The positively/negatively charged particles of the phospholipids are colored in 

red/blue, MeOH in orange and “hydrophobic” particles in olive. MeOH particles of cholesterol are 

displayed in yellow, the “hydrophobic” particles in mint. Kalata B1 sidechain particles are not shown. All 

water particles are omitted. 
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5.4.7 Plasma membrane simulations 

The plasma membrane models with areas per lipid molecule (ApL) of 40, 50 or 60 Å2 

build stable bilayers on the microsecond timescale. In contrast to the phospholipids which 

mainly stick to their initial leaflet with only rare inter-leaflet flips, cholesterol shows an 

extremely high inter-leaflet mobility with a steady-state distribution reached after a few 

hundred nanoseconds. The cholesterol mobility is demonstrated at [MFsimClip02] for a 

50% cholesterol plasma membrane (50C-PM) with an ApL of 40 Å2. An extremely high 

rate of cholesterol translocation between the leaflets is also experimentally indicated 

[Lange1981, Hamilton2003]. The overall thickness of the plasma membranes corresponds 

to their different areas per lipid to be about 40 to 50 Å with a hydrophobic thickness of 

approximately 20 to 30 Å, see figure 23: The hydrophobic thickness is approximated with 

the width of the distribution of the hydrophobic Me and Et particles (green), the overall 

thickness with the distance between the inner and outer distributions of the terminal 

phospholipid particles (red). The charged terminal phospholipid particles from the outer 

water contact layer, followed by the cholesterol MeOH particle layer. Me- and Et-

particles of all cholesterol and phospholipids constitute the hydrophobic membrane core 

with a low permeability for water particles. These findings agree with experimental as 

well as alternative simulation results [Zaccai1975, Zaccai1982, Lewis1983, Marsh2002, 

Mitra2004, Bermúdez2004, Kiselev2006, Gao2007, Kučerka2009, Castillo2013, 

Kiselev2013]. For the SAR studies, the thickest membrane with an area of 40 Å2 per lipid 

is chosen.  
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Figure 25. Snapshots of particle distributions across 50C-PM and an area per lipid (ApL) of 40, 50 and 

60 Å2 (simulation time: 2.5 µs). The depicted length (z) axis is perpendicular to the bilayer membrane 

(xy) plane with its origin being adjusted in the middle of the membrane, so that negative lengths 

correspond to the inner membrane leaflet and positive lengths to the outer one. 

 

5.4.8 Cyclotide backbone flexibility 

The backbone particle flexibility of a single Kalata B1 and a single Cycloviolacin O2 

cyclotide within a water box is demonstrated at [MFsimClip01] for the specified “Protein 

distance forces” setting with force constants (kBB) of 4 DPD units. This choice allows for 

fast transient oscillations from the “squeezed” start geometry (due to DPD density 

constraints of the MFsim compartment editor) towards the 3D geometry derived from the 

PDB structure during the minimization process. The simulation shows an acceptable 

degree of backbone flexibility with an overall conservation of the imposed 3D structure.  
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5.4.9 Cyclotide-membrane interaction 

For the SAR studies the number of cyclotides is chosen to be 1,000 to obtain evaluable 

effects within simulation times of a few microseconds. This corresponds to an initial 

cyclotide to water ratio within the cyclotide/water compartment of 1 to 145 for Kalata B1 

(a single Kalata B1 cyclotide is represented by 55 particles, so 1,000 cyclotides lead to 

55,000 particles; the compartment size without buffer is fixed to 190,000 particles, so 

that 190,000 – 55,000 = 135,000 water particles are added; 135,000 + 10,000 buffer water 

particles = 145,000 water particles for 1,000 cyclotides result in 145 water particles for 

every single cyclotide in the whole cyclotide/water compartment) and 1 to 134 for 

Cycloviolacin O2 (where a single Cycloviolacin O2 cyclotide is represented by 66 

particles) with similar values for their mutants (due to slightly different numbers of the 

specific cyclotide particles). 

Qualitative simulation characteristics 

The qualitative cyclotide/membrane interaction behavior from the mesoscopic point of 

view may be summarized as follows – compare animation of the interaction of cyclotide 

Kalata B1 with cholesterol-free (NoC-PM) and 50% cholesterol plasma membranes (50C-

PM) at [MFsimClip07], figure 24 and upper row of figure 26: From the minimized start 

geometry, the two membranes exhibit a fast crossover to the particle distributions 

described above. While near-membrane cyclotides may immerse into the membranes, the 

majority of randomly distributed cyclotides form oligomers (also described by 

experimental [Nourse2004, Herrmann2006, Simonsen2008, Wang2009, Huang2009, 

Wang2012, Rosengren2013] and alternative simulation [Nawae2014] studies) that 

themselves aggregate towards a “network structure” in the cyclotide/water compartment 

with emerging “hydrophobic vicinities” particularly created by “hydrophobic patch” 

amino acids. These “hydrophobic vicinities” are able to accommodate the hydrophobic 

parts of membrane lipids. Thus, a membrane lipid distribution outside the initial 

membranes is initiated by extraction of phospholipid/cholesterol compounds from the 

membranes (see highlighted circular area in figure 24). With ongoing interaction, 

membrane lipids successively advance into the cyclotide/water compartment which 

increasingly disrupts the membranes. This process is accompanied by a constant decrease 

of the total potential energy of the system, i.e. the membrane lipid/cyclotide interaction 

is overall energetically preferred. 
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Figure 26. Interaction snapshots of Kalata B1 with a NoC-PM at different simulation times for the same 

magnified simulation box cutout. Only backbone particles of the Kalata B1 “hydrophobic patch” (white  

color) and “hydrophobic” phospholipid particles (dark green color) are shown. 

 

5.4.10 Quantitative analysis of the membrane disruption process 

A quantitative analysis of the sketched membrane disruption process may be performed 

by evaluating the temporal Et particle distribution of cholesterol and phospholipids in the 

cyclotide/water compartment which is initially equal to zero, i.e. there are no membrane 

lipids in this compartment. For that purpose, the cyclotide/water compartment is 

partitioned into 10 equal bins along the z-axis with bins 2 to 9 being evaluated to avoid 

the influence of possible membrane curvature, which may affect bins 1 and 10. An 

animation of the temporal Et-particle-distribution evaluation is available at 

[MFsimClip08]. Figure 25 (top) summarizes the procedure where the percentages on the 

y-axis refer to the corresponding total numbers of Et particles in the membranes which 

allows for comparability between different cyclotide/membrane systems. The 

phospholipid extraction into bins 2 to 9 is evaluated every 0.3 µs over 7.5 µs. Figure 25 

(bottom) shows the results for 10 simulation runs with different random start geometries for 

each of three cyclotide/membrane systems (kB1-W19Y-P20S-V21T/NoC-PM, kB1/NoC-PM 

and cO2-E6Q/NoC-PM) which span the range from low to high bioactivities: For simulation 

times of 3.0 μs and above a “linear regime” appears that may be well approximated by a straight 

line from the fixed point of origin (no extracted Et particles at simulation start). 

Thus, the total extracted Et percentages (the “areas” under the Et distribution “curves” in 

figure 25, top) can be characterized by a single rate constant for membrane disruption 

(abbreviated rMD) being the slope of this linear regression line as an averaged percentage of 

extracted Et particles per microsecond: A higher rMD value corresponds to a higher membrane 

disruption activity with a value of zero indicating no membrane disruption by lipid extraction. 
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Rate constants denoted rMD(6.0) refer to an evaluation of data between 3.0 and 6.0 μs whereas 

rMD(7.5) rate constants are derived from data between 3.0 and 7.5 μs. 

From the tenfold repeated simulation runs with different random start geometries the 

standard error of a single-run rMD value can be estimated to be about 0.2 units so that for a 10-

fold repetition average the error drops below 0.1 units. The sketched evaluation procedure itself 

(with 25·10 = 250 simulation box distributions) – denoted full evaluation – can be considerably 

reduced without any significant loss by just evaluating distinct simulation times at 3.0, 4.5, 6.0 

and 7.5 μs (with 4·10 = 40 simulation box distributions) for rMD(7.5) rate constants or 3.0, 4.5 

and 6.0 μs (with 3·10 = 30 simulation box distributions) for rMD(6.0) rate constants respectively 

– denoted reduced evaluation. In addition, the resulting rMD(6.0) and rMD(7.5) values do not 

exhibit significant differences for the cyclotide/membrane systems studied. For minimal effort 

a 4-fold repetition with different random start geometries and reduced rMD(6.0) rate constant 

evaluation (with 4·3 = 12 simulation box distributions) may be regarded as a reasonable 

compromise which leads to an error of the resulting averaged rMD rate constant of about 0.1 

units. To ease comprehension the bioactivity of rMD rate constants between 0 and 1 will be 

characterized as “low”, values between 1 and 2 as “medium” and values above 2 as “high”. 

Note, that a further “standardization” could be introduced by defining a relative bioactivity rrel 

= rMD / rMD,standard that is related to an arbitrarily chosen “standard” cyclotide membrane system. 

All rMD rate constants of the cyclotide/membrane systems of this study and their type of 

evaluation are collected in tabular form in the appendix. 
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Figure 27. Top: Distribution of extracted Et-particles in the cyclotide/water compartment at different 

simulation times for quantitative analysis of the membrane-disrupting activity of Cycloviolacin O2 with 

NoC-PM. Bottom: Total inside-bins-2-to-9 extracted-Et percentages evaluated at every 0.3μs over 7.5μs 

for 10 simulation runs with different random start geometries for each of the cyclotide/membrane systems 

kB1-W19Y-P20S-V21T/NoC-PM, kB1/NoC-PM and cO2-E6Q/NoC-PM. The straight regression lines are 

fixed at the origin with their slopes being fit to the data for simulation times from 3.0 to 7.5  μs.  
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5.4.11 Precision of the membrane disruption evaluation procedure 

The outlined quantitative evaluation procedure consists of a rough, linear averaging of 

intrinsically nonlinear kinetic processes within a model being dependent on numerous 

parameter settings. Thus, the obtained rMD values should be regarded to be at the edge of 

the semi-quantitative and be utilized for trend assessments only. The precision of an rMD 

value obtained with a single simulation run can be estimated to be around 0.2 units (table 

1 provides a snapshot for the Kalata B1 interaction with NoC-PM and 50C-PM with 

different random start geometries/seeds). Thus, the found rMD value range of 2.5 units for 

the results of this work can hardly correspond to more than half a dozen different "activity 

classes". In addition, there is the (rare) possibility for a “sandwich” interaction model 

with two membranes that the cyclotide interaction with both membranes becomes 

extremely asymmetrical so that one membrane shows a predominant disruptive 

interaction with phospholipid/cholesterol extraction (e.g. “Job 2” for Kalata B1 

interaction with 50C-PM in table 1). Outliers of this kind can be detected by visual 

inspection of the simulation progress and the corresponding simulation job should be 

repeated with a different random start geometry/seed. 

All reported rMD values of this study refer to a single simulation run: While averaging 

of multiple simulation repetitions with different random start geometries/seeds may 

decrease the random error to any desired precision, a misleading impression could be 

generated which overestimates the capabilities of the whole approach. In addition, 

multiple repetitions convert a fast method inevitably into a slower one. For application , 

the sketched aspects have to be balanced where a single (overnight) simulation run with 

a visual outlier inspection should be sufficient in most cases. 

 

5.4.12 Kalata B1 membrane interaction 

The interaction of Kalata B1 with NoC-PM and 50C-PM exhibits a decreased 

membrane lipid extraction for the latter (table 1). This finding can be traced to the 

difference between phospholipid and cholesterol extraction: Whereas the phospholipids 

of a 50C-PM are extracted equally to a NoC-PM, the cholesterol extraction is significantly 

reduced. Thus, the extraction of phospholipids is distinctly preferred.  
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5.4.13 Kalata B1 – hydrophobic patch mutants 

The study of cyclotide mutants with specific amino acid replacements may indicate the 

importance of single or multiple amino acids for the membrane disruption process (table 

2). Kalata B1 mutant kB1-W19Y consists of a single amino acid replacement in the 

“hydrophobic patch” (compare figure 21) where the amino acid tryptophan (W) at 

position 19 is replaced by the more polar amino acid tyrosine (Y): This single spot 

mutation already leads to a decreased membrane disruption activity for both plasma 

membrane types compared to Kalata B1. Multiple polar/hydrophilic mutations of amino 

acids in the “hydrophobic patch” of Kalata B1 further decrease the membrane disruption 

activity: Mutant kB1-W19Y-P20S-V21T (with half of the amino acids in the 

“hydrophobic patch” being replaced) performs even worse and the final kB1-W19Y-

P20S-V21T-L27T-P28S-V29T mutant (where the six “hydrophobic patch” amino acids 

are being completely replaced towards a “hydrophilic patch”) does no longer show any 

significant membrane disruption for both membrane types. The animation at 

[MFsimClip06] and figure 26 demonstrate the different behaviors: The increasingly 

polar/hydrophilic transformation of the amino acids in the “hydrophobic patch” still 

allows for cyclotide oligomerization but leads to a decreased tendency to aggregate into 

networks: This in turn diminishes the “hydrophobic vicinities” so that the collective lipid 

extraction abilities are more and more reduced. The importance of the “hydrophobic 

patch” structure for the bioactivity of Kalata B1 has also been emphas ized by 

experimental studies [Simonsen2008, Huang2010, Henriques2011].   
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Figure 28. Interaction snapshots of Kalata B1 (upper row) and the “hydrophilic patch” mutant kB1 -W19Y-

P20S-V21T-L27T-P28S-V29T (lower row) with NoC-PM at different simulation times for the same 

simulation box cross-section view. The backbone particles of the Kalata B1 “hydrophobic patch” are 

colored in white (upper row), the mutated backbone particles of the “hydrophobic patch” in plum (lower 

row). All other cyclotide backbone and sidechain particles are omitted. “Hydrophobic” phospholipid 

particles are shown in olive. All water particles are omitted.  

 

5.4.14 Kalata B1 – differently charged mutants 

Kalata B1 contains two charged amino acids (compare figure 21, table 3 provides an 

overview of the charge state of the studied cyclotides): Negatively charged glutamic acid 

(E) at position 3 and positively charged arginine (R) at position 24. Mutant kB1-E3Q 

replaces glutamic acid with uncharged glutamine (Q) to obtain a net charge of +1 which 

leads to an increased membrane disruption with NoC-PM but a decreased disruption with 

50C-PM (table 4). The “opposite” kB1-R24W mutant with apolar tryptophan at positively 

charged arginine (R) position 24 and net charge of -1 is more bioactive for NoC-PM but 

compares to native Kalata B1 for 50C-PM. Interestingly, the uncharged “double mutant” 

kB1-E3Q-R24W performs slightly better than mutants kB1-E3Q and kB1-R24W in NoC-

PM disrupting activity and compares to kB1-R24W and native Kalata B1 for 50C-PM. 

These results may not be satisfactorily summarized with simple additive tendencies but 

indicate a more intricate balance of differential contributions. 
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In Kalata B1 mutant kB1-W19K the amino acid tryptophan (W) at position 19 is not 

only replaced with the more polar amino acid tyrosine (Y) in mutant kB1-W19Y but with 

the positively charged amino acid lysine (K): For NoC-PM and 50C-PM this leads to a 

membrane disrupting activity distinctly below Kalata B1 and even slightly below mutant 

kB1-W19Y. In [Henriques2011] mutant kB1-W19K (denoted “W23K” in this 

publication) was experimentally studied in different membrane systems and characterized 

to be “inactive”. In Kalata B1 mutant kB1-T16K-N25K two amino acids are replaced with 

positively charged lysine (K): Compared to native Kalata B1 these mutations lead to an 

increased membrane disrupting activity for NoC-PM and a comparable one for 50C-PM. 

The experimental study of this mutant with different membrane systems leads to a “more 

potent” characterization in comparison to Kalata B1 [Henriques2011] (where this mutant 

is denoted T20K/N29K). 

 

5.4.15 Cycloviolacin O2 membrane interaction 

In comparison to Kalata B1 the Cycloviolacin O2 cyclotide exhibits a slightly 

enhanced membrane-disrupting activity for NoC-PM and 50C-PM – with again a distinct 

preference of phospholipid over cholesterol extraction (see table 5): This slight 

enhancement is not primarily deduced from their difference in rMD values (cO2: 1.5/1.1, 

kB1: 1.3/0.9 – these differences alone would be assessed as comparable) but indicated by 

the mixture study described below (figure 28 exhibits slightly positive slopes towards 

higher cO2 concentrations for both membranes). The experimental study in 

[Burman2011] characterizes Cycloviolacin O2 as the “most potent cytotoxic and 

antimicrobial cyclotide” in comparison to the Möbius cyclotides Kalata B1 and Kalata 

B2, in [Pränting2010] Cycloviolacin O2 is “the most active cyclotide” compared to the 

Möbius ones. 

 

5.4.16 Cycloviolacin O2 – hydrophobic patch mutants 

A mutation of the six Cycloviolacin O2 amino acids in the “hydrophobic patch” analog 

to the Kalata B1 “hydrophobic patch” mutations leads to a corresponding decrease in 

bioactivity for the 50C-PM (see table 5). Singly mutated cO2-W10Y is already less active 

than Cycloviolacin O2 with triply mutated cO2-W10Y-I11T-P12S exhibiting a further 

decreased activity up to the inactive “hydrophilic patch” mutant cO2-W10Y-I11T-P12S-

I14T-A17S-I18T with complete “hydrophobic patch” replacement. For NoC-PM the 
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Cycloviolacin O2 mutants behave differently compared to their Kalata B1 analogs: 

Whereas cO2-W10Y shows a decreased activity compared to Cycloviolacin O2 the triply 

mutated cO2-W10Y-I11T-P12S becomes even slightly more active. The final 

“hydrophilic patch” mutant cO2-W10Y-I11T-P12S-I14T-A17S-I18T exhibits the 

smallest but still distinct lipid extraction activity. These findings do not only indicate 

differences between the two cyclotide families but also “non-linear” contributions 

regarding successive amino acid mutations in a designated surface area like the 

“hydrophobic patch”. 

 

5.4.17 Cycloviolacin O2 – differently charged mutants 

In mutant cO2-E6Q the negatively charged glutamic acid (E) at position 6 is replaced 

with the uncharged amino acid glutamine (Q) so that a total cyclotide net charge of +3 

results. This mutant exhibits the highest membrane disrupting activity of all studied 

cyclotides for NoC-PM and is among the highest for 50C-PM (see table 6) which agrees 

with experimental findings in [Burman2011] for the interaction of DOPC/DOPA 

liposomes with a chemically modified cO2 derivate where the glutamic acid was 

esterified by acetyl chloride – while the opposite is reported for other membrane types 

[Herrmann2006, Pränting2010, Burman2011b]. 

The electrostatically inverted mutant cO2-K23Q-K25Q-R29W has all positively 

charged amino acids replaced with uncharged alternatives so that a total cyclotide net 

charge of -1 results. For NoC-PM and 50C-PM this mutant performs slightly below the 

activity of native Cycloviolacin O2 (see table 6) which agrees with experimental results 

in [Herrmann2006]. 

Mutants cO2-K23Q-K25Q and cO2-E6Q-K23Q-K25Q-R29W with zero net charge 

behave similarly for both membrane types and show a decreased membrane disrupting 

activity compared to Cycloviolacin O2 where the decrease for 50C-PM is more 

pronounced (see table 6). Again, there are no simple tendencies regarding the influence 

of charge – a finding that is also indicated by experimental studies [Burman2011]. 

 

5.4.18 Cyclotide activity and membrane composition 

The influence of the membrane composition on the cyclotide activity is exemplarily 

studied by cholesterol-free pure DMPC (NoC-DMPC-M) and cholesterol-free pure DOPE 

membranes (NoC-DOPE-M) as well as their 50% cholesterol analogs (50C-DMPC-M and 
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50C-DOPE-M) with the two native cyclotide types (see table 7). For NoC-DMPC-M 

Kalata B1 and Cycloviolacin O2 exhibit activities comparable to NoC-PM. In interaction 

with NoC-DOPE-M both cyclotides considerably increase their activity. The replacement 

of phospholipids with cholesterol leads to an overall significantly decreased membrane 

disrupting activity of both cyclotide types in comparison to the cholesterol -free pure 

DMPC and DOPE membranes. In comparison to 50C-PM, the 50C-DMPC-M are less 

sensitive to Kalata B1 attacks with reduced cholesterol and DMPC-specific extractions 

whereas the Cycloviolacin O2 activity is comparable to 50C-PM. The membrane 

disrupting activity of both cyclotide types with 50C-DOPE-M is similar to 50C-PM. An 

increased membrane-disrupting activity with PE-rich membranes was also shown in 

experimental setups [Henriques2012]. 

Since the phospholipid composition of the inner and outer leaflet of the plasma 

membrane differs, an inversion of the plasma membrane (the outer leaflet becomes the 

inner leaflet and vice versa) on the cyclotide activity is studied with the two native 

cyclotide types so that they primarily interact with the inner membrane leaflets instead of 

the outer ones. For cholesterol-free inverted plasma membranes (NoC-invPM) Kalata B1 

and Cycloviolacin O2 exhibit a considerably increased activity compared to the non-

inverted ones: The membrane disruption is the highest detected and compares to pure 

NoC-DOPE-M. The increased activity with the inner membrane leaflet may be partly 

attributed to the higher (77.5 to 22.5) DOPE concentration of the inner leaflet which is in 

agreement with the detected increased membrane disrupting activity with PE-rich 

membranes above. The replacement of phospholipids with cholesterol (50C-invPM) again 

leads to an overall considerably decreased membrane disrupting activity of both cyclotide 

types in comparison to the cholesterol-free inverted plasma membranes where the Kalata 

B1 activity and the Cycloviolacin O2 activity match the activity for the non-inverted 

plasma membranes and 50C-DOPE-M. 
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Figure 29. Rate constants rMD for membrane disruption (averaged percentage of extracted Et particles per 

microsecond) of studied cyclotide/membrane systems. Kalata B1 related results are illustrated with green 

bars, blue bars refer to Cycloviolacin O2 correspondingly.  

 

5.4.19 Summary of previous findings 

Figure 27 summarizes the findings of this work: The preferred phospholipid over 

cholesterol extraction for the 50% cholesterol membranes is found for all studied 

cyclotides and membrane systems. A decrease of cyclotide membrane disrupting activity 

due to cholesterol was also experimentally observed [Burman2011] as well as detected 

by coarse-grained MD simulations [Nawae2017]. The “hydrophobic patch” is an 

important surface area for membrane disruption of both cyclotide types where successive 

“hydrophilic” amino acid replacements lead to decreased activities up to inactivity but do 

not necessarily follow a simple linear trend which is in agreement with experimental 

findings [Simonsen2008, Huang2010, Henriques2011]. Replacements of/with charged 

amino acids caused considerable changes in activity including super-active mutants but 

without any simple patterns. The same holds true for the influence of the total net charge. 
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These charge-related observations are in line with experimental results [Herrmann2006, 

Pränting2010, Henriques2011, Burman2011, Burman2011b]. The phospholipid 

membrane composition significantly influences the disrupting activity with a trend 

towards higher activities for  phosphatidylethanolamine-rich membranes which was 

experimentally shown in [Henriques2011] [Henriques2012, Wang2012, Henriques2012b, 

Henriques2014, Cranfield2017, Grage2017]. 

 

5.4.20 Additivity of cyclotide mixtures 

Figure 28 demonstrates the influence of kB1-W19Y-P20S-V21T/cO2-E6Q cyclotide 

mixtures with NoC-PM on the membrane disrupting activity which suggests a linear additivity 

without significant sub- or over-additive effects which is in agreement with experimental 

findings [Burman2011b]. Note, that an analysis of cyclotide mixtures may also be utilized for 

comparative assessments of cyclotide/membrane systems with similar bioactivity with the sign 

of the regression line slope as a threshold for attributing lower (negative sign) or higher activity 

(positive sign) to the cyclotide with an increasing fraction.  
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Figure 30. Rate constants rMD(6.0) for membrane disruption of different kB1-W19Y-P20S-V21T/ cO2-

E6Q mixtures with NoC-PM. The coefficient of determination (R2) for the sketched linear regression line 

is above 0.99. 
 

5.4.21 Pore formation 

The role of a possible pore formation for the membrane disruption process caused by 

cyclotides is still a contentious issue [Lindholm2002, Herrmann2006, Shenkarev2006, 

Svangard2007, Wang2009, Huang2009, Gerlach2010, Huang2010, Wimley2010, 

Burman2011, Henriques2011, Wimley2011, Henriques2012, Wang2012, 

Henriques2012b, Göransson2012, Burman2014, Nawae2014, Nawae2014b, 

Truszkowski2015, Nawae2017, Cranfield2017, Grage2017]. The pore formation 

described by mesoscopic simulation in [Truszkowski2015] should be regarded as a 

qualitative snapshot only, which focused on a pore’s molecular composition and not its 

stability. Subsequent simulation trials for construction of stable pores with mesoscopic 

simulation have not been successful: Whereas pores like those described in 

[Truszkowski2015] could be generated, they always exhibited continuous growth without 

any plateau of stability. 

The simulation models with ApL 40 A2 membranes studied in this work also do not 

exhibit any membrane pores due to cyclotide interaction over the studied time span – a 
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single exception was found for mutant cO2-W10Y with 50C-PM which formed a small 

growing pore after 5 µs. A “sandwich” interaction model of Kalata B1 with a thinner ApL 

60 Å2 NoC-PM membrane showed a larger non-stable and continuously growing toroidal 

[Wang2012] membrane pore (see animation at [MFsimClip03] and figure 29). Thus, a 

hint for stable pore formation with a defined diameter could not be found.  

Combining the findings in [Truszkowski2015], the sketched subsequent investigations 

and the findings of this work, it may be deduced that stable cyclotide-induced pores either 

do not exist or that a mesoscopic approach principally fails to describe the directed 

atomistic interactions that stabilize them. It should be noted that the question of pore 

stability by no means excludes a pore formation effect that contributes to membrane 

disruption – membrane pores would merely be an intermediate dynamic phenomenon. 

 

 

Figure 31. Snapshots of a pore formation for cyclotide/membrane interaction of Kalata B1 with 

cholesterol-free ApL 60 Å2 plasma membranes at different simulation times (bottom view of simulation 

box). The backbone particles of the Kalata B1 “hydrophobic patch” are colored in white, all other 

backbone particles are shown in beige. “Hydrophobic” phospholipid particles are shown in olive. Al l water 

particles are omitted.
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6 Discussion 

6.1 SPICES molecular structure representation 

This work provides a Java library for SPICES handling and mesoscopic simulation support 

(Spices.jar) in combination with a connection library (SpicesToGraphStream.jar) and a Java 

Graphical User Interface (GUI) viewer application (SpicesViewer.jar) for visual topological 

inspection and manipulation of SPICES molecule definitions [SPICESRepository2020]. All 

libraries/applications are publicly available as open source published under the GNU General 

Public License version 3 [GNU-GPL2020]. The SPICES GitHub repository contains the Java 

bytecode libraries, a Windows OS installer for the SpicesViewer GUI application, all Javadoc 

HTML documentations [Javadoc2020] and the Netbeans [NetBeans2020] source code 

packages including Unit tests. 

The presented set of methods may alleviate molecular structure definitions for mesoscopic 

simulation tasks. The SpicesViewer GUI application demonstrates relevant use cases in detail 

with corresponding sample code. The new libraries may be utilized within scripting 

environments or become part of integrated mesoscopic simulation systems. 

Future developments may address SPICES parsers that especially support the more difficult 

preparation of polymer systems, e.g. a PDB-to-SPICES parser for peptides and proteins 

provided in form of PDB files (actually, the SPICES string of the Kalata B1 peptide in figure 

7 was generated from its PDB file with a prototype parser that uses the amino acid 

fragmentation schemes and connection rules outlined in [Truszkowski2015]). Another 

promising challenge would be a conversion between particle and all-atom representations for 

an interplay of atomistic and mesoscopic simulation. 

 

6.2 Mesoscopic simulation kernel Jdpd 

Jdpd is a new open DPD simulation kernel completely written in Java that complements the 

small available set of general purpose DPD kernels [JdpdRepository2020]. It especially 

supports molecular fragment structures and offers parallelizable force calculation plus efficient 

caching options with an interface and factory-pattern driven design for comfortable and low 

expenditure code extensions, customizations or replacements. Detailed input/output 

communication, parallelization and process control as well as internal logging capabilities for 

debugging purposes are supported. The new kernel may be utilized in different simulation 

environments ranging from flexible scripting solutions up to fully integrated “all-in-one” 
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simulation systems described in [Truszkowski2014] where it may help to avoid polyglot 

programming. 

The Jdpd library [JdpdRepository2020] uses the Apache Commons RNG libraries 

[ApacheRNG2020] and is publically available as open source published under the GNU 

General Public License version 3 [GNU-GPL2020]. The Jdpd repository on GitHub comprises 

the Java bytecode libraries (including the Apache Commons RNG libraries), the Javadoc 

HTML documentation [Javadoc2020] and the Netbeans [NetBeans2020] source code packages 

including Unit tests. 

 

6.3 Mesoscopic simulation environment MFsim 

With the MFsim project, an open simulation environment for mesoscopic simulation is 

provided with the default Jdpd simulation kernel for Dissipative Particle Dynamics 

[MFsimRepository2020]. MFsim supports polymer and especially biomolecular simulations 

containing peptides and proteins aiming at pushing the mesoscopic simulation frontiers 

towards these areas of research which often require the study of large systems on the 

microsecond time scale. As an open rich-client all-in-one approach MFsim targets theoretical, 

computational as well as end-user scientists (without programming skills), thus it contributes 

to making computational tools more widespread in the scientific community. For the chemo- 

or bioinformatician the project may serve as a starting point for specific customizations where 

the reusable functionality may outweigh the initial training hurdle. 

MFsim is publicly available as open source published under the GNU General Public 

License version 3 [GNU-GPL2020]. The MFsim GitHub repository contains all Java bytecode 

libraries, a Windows OS installer and a corresponding installation tutorial [MFsimPDF02, 

MFsimClip05], Javadoc HTML documentations [Javadoc2020] and the Netbeans 

[Netbeans2020] source code packages including Unit tests. A growing number of tutorials that 

outline more specific features and use-cases as well as an MFsim based biomolecular research 

study concerning the interaction of cyclotides and bilayer membranes are in preparation. 

 

6.4 Cyclotide/membrane interactions 

The interactions of cyclotides and bilayer membranes span a complex bioactivity 

landscape with multiple contributing factors which may act in opposed directions. In this 

work an attempt was made to quantify a cyclotide mode-of-action for bilayer membrane 
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disruption in form of membrane lipid extraction by studying a “sandwich” interaction 

model with mesoscopic simulation at the microsecond timescale to obtain hints and 

tendencies for structure-activity relationships. The reported simulation results agree with 

experimentally observed trends with the virtue of being compressible into simple numbers 

that allow for comparison and ranking tasks. Nevertheless, the approach may be regarded 

as a start only that requires substantial future improvements. 

From a “bottom-up” DPD simulation point of view, more elaborated biomolecular 

particle sets with more realistic particle-particle repulsions in accordance with improved 

biomolecular fragmentation schemes are required: The approach may be regarded as an 

initial series of deliberate choices where every single part (the definition of appropriate 

particles, the coordination number estimation procedure, the particle-particle interaction 

energy averaging method or the chosen force field) is in need of improvement. As an 

example, progress could be achieved with open evaluations that systematically study the 

influence of different force fields/water models on the resulting mesoscopic particle -

particle repulsions since there is clear evidence that improved water models improve 

atomistic biomolecular simulations (e.g. [Piana2015]). Unfortunately, a quantum-

mechanical estimation of the non-binding particle-particle interactions with the most 

accurate available DFT-SAPT calculations is still prohibitive. With regard to the 

proposed cyclotide/membrane model, additional alternative interaction models should be 

explored and comparatively studied. However, a principal limit of the appropriateness of 

mesoscopic approaches should always be taken seriously: Whenever the 

cyclotide/membrane disruption is driven by specific atomic interactions that cannot be 

adequately abstracted in mesoscopic particle-particle interaction averages, the approach 

will inevitably fail and – at worst – be misleading. The combined efforts of improved 

simulation setups and corresponding experimental studies may finally lead to a proper 

assessment of the possibilities as well as the limits of mesoscopic approaches.  

An often undervalued feature of mesoscopic simulations with open rich-client end-user 

systems is their speed in combination with their ease of use (compare the animated tutorial 

for setup and evaluation of the outlined “sandwich” interaction model with MFsim 

[MFsimPDF03, MFsimClip10]): Presumed that a suitable simulation model is well 

established, simulation studies and lab experiments can be performed in a concurrent 

manner by the experimental scientists themselves since there are no extravagant hardware 

devices nor specific programming skills required. The open-source simulation system 

additionally allows for its general availability as well as continuous improvements.
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7 Appendices 

7.1 Appendix I – SPICES syntax rules 

SPICES monomer and molecular structures are constructed according to the following 

syntax rules: 

1) Particle names consist of a maximum of 10 characters (a-z, A-Z, 0-9, the first 

character is not allowed to be a digit and must be upper case) and an optionally prefixed 

frequency number. 

2) Particle names in molecular structures (but NOT monomers) may be followed by a 

backbone label (i.e. a number between apostrophe characters, e.g. '1', '2' etc.) for later 

definition of spring forces between particle pairs where particles must be labeled in a 

consecutive manner. 

3) The connection character '-' is used for bonding between particles. 

4) Round brackets '(' and ')' indicate branches. They may be nested for arbitrary levels 

of branches. 

5) Square brackets '[' and ']' with an enclosed number which follow a particle indicate 

a ring closure. Multiple bonds between two particles are counted only once.  

6) Curly brackets '{' and '}' include a monomer definition. Monomers are defined as 

molecular structures but must contain at least 1 particle with a [HEAD] and [TAIL] 

attribute: Structure elements that precede the monomer connect to the HEAD particle, 

structure elements that follow the monomer connect to the TAIL particle. Monomers are 

not allowed to be nested and backbone labels are forbidden in monomers.  

7) Monomer labels start with a '#' character followed by a sequence of characters (first 

character is not allowed to be a digit and must be upper case). 

8) Monomer labels may be preceded by a frequency number (to construct polymers).  

9) A molecule may consist of multiple independent parts (i.e. parts are not allowed to 

be connected in any way). Each part must be framed by angle brackets '<' and '>'. Parts 

are not allowed to be nested. Monomers are not allowed to contain parts. A part may have 

an optional prefixed frequency number. 

10) A particle (that is not within a monomer) may optionally contain a [START] or an 

[END] tag which may be used for orientation purposes. There is only one 

[START]/[END] pair allowed per independent part. 
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Comments: 

"A-B-C" defines a connection of particle A with particle B and particle B with particle 

C. 

"3A-B" is a shortcut notation for "A-A-A-B". 

"A-2B(E-F)-D" is identical to "A-B-B(E-F)-D", "3A(B)-D" is a shortcut for "A-A-

A(B)-D". The shorter initial string should be preferred in both cases.  

"A-B(D-E)-F" defines a main chain "A-B-F" with a side chain "D-E" where particle D 

is connected to particle B. 

"A-B[1]-C-C-C-D-E[1]" defines a ring closure between particles B and E. 

"A[1]-B[1]" is equal to "A-B", "A[1][2]-B-C-D[1][2]" is equal to "A[1]-B-C-D[1]": 

Multiple bonds between two particles are counted only once. 

"A-B(D-E(G-H[1])-F)-I-A-K[1]-B" defines a main chain "A-B-I-A-K-B" with a side 

chain "D-E-F" (connected to particle B of the main chain) and another side chain "G-H" 

(connected to particle E of the first side chain). In addition there is a ring closure between 

particle H of the second side chain and particle K of the main chain. 

"3A[1]-B-B-C[1]" is a shortcut for "A-A-A[1]-B-B-C[1]". 

"A'1'-B-C-D-E'2'" has two backbone particles. Note that backbone particles must be 

labeled in a consecutive manner, i.e. "A'1'-B-C-D-E'3'" or "A'1'-B-C-D-E'1'" are 

forbidden, but "A'1'-B-C'3'-D-E'2'" is valid. 

The shorter (preferred) string "3A'1'-B-C-D-E'2'" is identical to "A-A-A'1'-B-C-D-

E'2'". 

Multiple ring closures at one particle are marked by successive use of ring-closure 

brackets, e.g. particle B in "A-B[1][2]-4C-D[1]-4C-E[2]" is connected to particles D and 

E. 

The simplest structure of a monomer consists of a single particle A with attributes 

[HEAD] and [TAIL], i.e. "{A[HEAD][TAIL]}". 

In "E-#MyMonomer-F" with #MyMonomer equal to "{A[HEAD]-B-C[TAIL]-D}" 

particle E is connected to particle A (the head) of the monomer and particle C (the tail) 

of the monomer is connected to particle F. This definition is equivalent to "E-A-B-C(D)-

F". 

"2{A[HEAD]-B-C[TAIL]-D}" defines a structure of 2 monomers where particle A (the 

head) of the second monomer is connected to particle C (the tail) of the preceding first 

monomer. This definition is equivalent to "A-B-C(D)-A-B-C-D". 
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Definitions like "{A[HEAD]-{A[HEAD]-B-B[TAIL]-C}-B[TAIL]-C}" with nested 

monomers are forbidden. 

"A[START]-B-C[END]" defines orientation information. 

"A[START][END]-B-C" is syntactically correct but makes no sense. 

"A[START]-B[START]-C[END]" is forbidden: There is only one [START]/[END] 

pair allowed per structure. 

The shorter (preferred) string "3A[START]-B-C[END]" is identical to "A-A-

A[START]-B-C[END]". 

"<A-B-C><A-D>" defines a molecule which consists of two independent parts "A-B-

C" and "A-D". 

"<A-B[1]-C><A-D[1]>" is forbidden since parts are not allowed to be connected in 

any way. The correct definition in this case would be "(A-B[1]-C)(A-D[1])" or "A-B(C)-

D-A". 

"3<A-B>" is equal to "<A-B><A-B><A-B>". 
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7.2 Appendix II – DPD conversion formulas 

The appendix comprises conversion formulas between physical and DPD units 

[Groot1997, Groot1998, Groot2003] as well as formulas for molecule concentration 

related calculations implemented in MFsim. 

The conversion between DPD lengths and physical lengths is based on the conversion 

radius cr  (“radius of interaction”) in physical units 
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min ,V  volume of smallest particle in physical units; ,DPD  DPD (number) 

density; ,particlesN  number of different particle types; 
, ,particle iN  number of 

particles of type i; 
, ,particle iV  volume of particle of type i in physical units; 

,physl  length in physical units; ,DPDl  length in DPD units. 

 

with the conversion between DPD time and physical time being approximated by 
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,physt  time in physical units; ,DPDt  time in DPD units; ,softf  factor for 

increased particle diffusivity due to soft potentials ( 1000softf  ); ,R  gas 

constant; ,T  thermodynamic temperature; 
, ,particle iM  molar mass of 

particle of type i. 
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Molecule concentration calculations are based on the relations 
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, ,scaled

molecule iN  Number of molecules of type i in simulation box; 
, ,box DPDV  

volume of simulation box in DPD units; ,ikN  number of particles of type 

k in single molecule of type i; ,moleculesN  number of different molecule 

types; , ,scaled

molecule in  volume-scaled relative number of molecules of type i; 

, ,molecule in  relative number of molecules of type i; 
, ,molecule is  volume scaling 
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factor of molecule of type i; 
, ,molecule iw  relative weight of molecule of type 

i; 
, ,molecule iN  number of molecules of type i. 
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7.3 Appendix III – Data objects, preferences and re-usable settings 

All data items for GUI display are stored in ValueItem objects (package model.valueItem) 

which can be configured for data structures like scalars, vectors or matrices (see enumeration 

ValueItemEnumBasicType in package model.valueItem) that consist of basic data types like 

texts, numbers, directory paths or links to specific dialogs (see enumeration 

ValueItemEnumDataType in package model.valueItem). A ValueItem object may contain 

default values as well as specific data checks like min/max boundaries for numeric values, 

selection texts or regular expressions for control of textual input in order to prevent input errors. 

Related ValueItem objects may be encapsulated by a ValueItemContainer object (package 

model.valueItem) which itself may be used for a tree view of its contents via GUI display. 

Moreover, a ValueItemContainer object allows for an interplay of its ValueItem objects like 

directed update cascades after value changes (e.g. see class UtilityJobUpdate in package 

model.job for update cascades concerning Job Input definitions). ValueItem and 

ValueItemContainer objects can be made persistent via XML serialization. 

Global preferences are realized by a modifiable Preferences singleton (package 

model.preference) which provides adequate ValueItem objects for all settings. The global 

preferences dialog is available via menu entry Application/Preferences/Edit of the basic GUI 

frame. 

A particular feature for efficient usage is the implemented table-data schema management. 

A table-data schema is a pattern of values for vectors or matrices of ValueItem objects which 

can be named and internally stored for reuse: Schemes alleviate complex setting operations e.g. 

for the graphical display of multiple particles. A table-data schema manager is available via 

menu entry Application/Schemata/Manage of the basic GUI frame and provides view, edit, 

remove or clear functions with an additional file export of schemes lists for exchange. 

Persistent schemata files may be reloaded or merged. 

The definition of ValueItem-related vectors or matrices is supported by bulk functions which 

can be refined by column-based filters. Thus, the tedious input of multiple values (e.g. for force 

constants or colors) may be realized by a few manual operations. 
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7.4 Appendix IV – Simulation kernel integration 

Jdpd is integrated as a command text file driven simulation kernel: All settings are 

comprised in an Input.txt text file with references to compound related 

PositionsBonds<index>.txt text files which contain all initial particle xyz positions and 

particle-particle spring-force definitions for all molecular species. During simulation 

Jdpd produces (partly compressed) output text files in form of simple xy table data for 

e.g. relevant physical quantities versus simulation step (like T.txt for temperature, 

UpotDpd.txt for conservative DPD energy etc.), particle position files which provide all 

particle positions at a specific simulation step in the simulation box (e.g. PP2400.gz for 

particle positions of simulation step 2400) as well as structurally more complex text files 

like M_M_TUPLE.txt for nearest-neighbor data. Thus, an integration of Jdpd requires the 

automated generation of the necessary input text files, the programmatic control of Jdpd 

during simulation (with intermediate simulation progress inspections or possible 

exception/error handling) and the automated analysis of the simulation record contained 

in the Jdpd-generated output text files: The code for these tasks is mainly located in  

package model.job for input/output text file generation/analysis and in class 

MainFrameController (section Job execution related command methods) in package 

gui.main for Jdpd control during simulation. 

Class JdpdValueItemDefinition (package model.job) defines in method 

initializeJdpdValueItems() the ValueItem instances for all job input settings (MFsim 

stores data in ValueItem objects, see previous appendix) which are collected in a 

ValueItemContainer instance. This job input ValueItemContainer instance is then 

modified during job design with a cascaded top-down interplay of the ValueItem instances 

coded in class JobUpdateUtils (package model.job) to prevent later ill-defined settings. 

A completed job design results in a corresponding job input ValueItemContainer instance 

(which is then made persistent via XML file output). Before activation (instantiation) of 

a Jdpd kernel instance the information of a job input ValueItemContainer instance is 

parsed to Jdpd input and position/bonds text files via method getJdpdInputText() of class 

JobUtilityMethods (package model.job). Then a Jdpd kernel instance is created with the 

generated text files as its main input and submitted to a thread-pool for concurrent 

execution (methods startJobsInJobExecutionQueue() and 

startRemainingJobExecutionTasks() in class MainFrameController, package gui.main). 

During as well as after simulation the Jdpd generated simulation record is mapped back 
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to corresponding ValueItem instances (collected in a job result ValueItemContainer 

instance) via method getResultValueItemContainerForJobResult() of class JobResult 

(package model.job) which are visualized by MFsim for job result analysis. 

To integrate an alternative simulation kernel software the sketched classes and 

methods have to be customized accordingly. In addition, the kernel control structure has 

to be adjusted for polyglot programming since scientific kernel software is usually written 

in languages like C/C++ or FORTRAN and (ahead-of-time) compiled to executables. To 

realize the integration task the elaborated capabilities of the Java platform can be utilized. 

Thus, from a software development point of view, the integration into the MFsim 

environment allows for an extremely flexible response to a wide range of requirements – 

where the existing Jdpd integration code may serve as a productive blueprint. It can be 

estimated from experience with previous integration tasks that – a skilled software 

developer presumed – a simulation kernel integration requires at least several weeks (for 

comparatively simple and less demanding solutions) up to several months (for more 

complex, comprehensive and thoroughly safe-guarded solutions like the Jdpd 

integration). 
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7.5 Appendix V – Tutorial MFsim –              

Cyclotide-membrane sandwich interaction model 

This tutorial demonstrates details of the preparation-simulation-evaluation triad of a 

cyclotide/membrane sandwich interaction model (compare to figure 22). It consists of 

two plasma bilayer membranes enclosing a cyclotide/water compartment with the 

cyclotide Kalata B1 (kB1) single-spot mutant kB1-W19Y. This mutant exhibits a 

replacement of amino acid tryptophan (W) at position 19 by amino acid tyrosine (Y).  

Please not that some of the following screenshots were truncated due to saving space.  

 

Start MFsim and select the menu item Help / MFsim data / Browse to browse the 

MFsim data directory (figure 30). 

 

Figure 32. Starting the application and choosing the particle set. 
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Then download the particle set text file ParticleSet_AA_V03_pm.txt from the MFsim 

GitHub repository (located in subfolder tutorials/Supplement) into the CustomParticles 

subfolder (figure 31). 

 

Figure 33. Placing the desired particle set text file into the correct subfolder. 

 

Now the previously downloaded particle set has to be chosen. Select the menu item Particles 

/ Choose particle set and search for the file ParticleSet_AA_V03_pm.txt. Afterwards confirm 

with Apply (figure 32). 

 

Figure 34. Selecting the appropriate particle set for the planned simulation job. 
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In order to create a new simulation, activate the Design tab and create a new job input with 

button New (compare to figure 33). 

 

Figure 35. Creating a new job input via the Design tab. 

 

At first, the job needs an appropriate description. In this tutorial 2 PM (50% chol) ApL 40, 

1000 KB1-Y19 is chosen. For this purpose, select Job Input / General job description / 

Description. 

 

Figure 36. General job description. 
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The following step comprises the molecule definition (compare to figure 35). Select Job 

Input / Chemical system description / Molecule definition and rename the default water 

molecule to WaterIn1 (the water molecules for the upper “inside” water compartment, compare 

to figure 22). Insert a new row and rename to WaterOut (the water molecules for the enclosed 

“outside” cyclotide/water compartment, compare to figure 22). Insert a second new row and 

rename to WaterIn2 (the water molecules for the lower “inside” water compartment, compare 

to figure 22). 

 

Figure 37. Defining the desired molecules for the simulation job. 
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For the insertion of more complex molecules than water, press Insert to create a new row 

and rename it into CHOLin (the cholesterol molecules of the inner membrane leaflets). Change 

the Graphics color to OLIVE (compare to figure 36). Open the molecular structure editor dialog 

by double-click on the Molecular structure column entry. 

 

Figure 38. Adding more complex molecules to the simulation job. 
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Once the molecular structure editor is open, insert the following SPICES string in the 

Structure box to create a cholesterol molecule (compare to figure 37): 

MeOHchol'1'[START](Et[2]-Et[3])-Et-Et[2](Me)(Et[1])-Et[3][4]-Et'2'[1](Me)(Et[4])-

Et(Me)-Et-Et-Me[END] 

A topological graph display of the Valid molecule definition is directly created below in the 

Graphics panel. The [START]/[END] tags allow for later orientation of the cholesterol 

molecules in the simulation box. The backbone tags ’1’ and ’2’ support the definition of 

molecular backbone forces (harmonic springs) between the tagged particles to control 

molecular stiffness. Particle MeOHchol is a duplicated physical MeOH particle to be 

exclusively used in the cholesterol molecule (e.g. for later specific display or analysis 

purposes). Hit Apply to confirm the entry. 

 

Figure 39. The molecular structure editor. Inserting cholesterol via a SPICES string. 
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The SPICES definition is shown in the Molecule structure field. Define the following 

molecules in the same manner for a complete membrane compound description (compare to 

figure 38): 

• Cholesterol of the outer membrane leaflets:  

 Molecule name: CHOLout  

 SPICES Molecular structure: MeOHchol'1'[START](Et[2]-Et[3])-Et-

Et[2](Me)(Et[1])-Et[3][4]-Et'2'[1](Me)(Et[4])-Et(Me)-Et-Et-Me[END] 

 Graphics color: OLIVE 

• DMPC of the inner membrane leaflets: 

 Molecule name: DMPCin 

 SPICES Molecular structure: TriMeNPpl[START]-DMPN(MeAc-

6Et[END])(MeAc-6Et) 

 Graphics color: GREEN 

• DMPC of the outer membrane leaflets: 

 Molecule name: DMPCout 

 SPICES Molecular structure: TriMeNPpl[START]-DMPN(MeAc-

6Et[END])(MeAc-6Et) 

 Graphics color: GREEN 

• DOPE of the inner membrane leaflets: 

 Molecule name: DOPEin 

 SPICES Molecular structure: MeNH2Ppl[START]-DMPN(MeAc-8Et)(MeAc-

8Et[END]) 

 Graphics color: PLUM 

• DOPE of the outer membrane leaflets: 

 Molecule name: DOPEout 
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 SPICES Molecular structure: MeNH2Ppl[START]-DMPN(MeAc-8Et)(MeAc-

8Et[END]) 

 Graphics color: PLUM 

• PIP2 of the inner membrane leaflets: 

 Molecule name: PIP2in 

 SPICES Molecular structure: DMPN[1](MeAc-8Et)(MeAc-9Et[END])-

MeOH-DMPNpl-DMPNpl[START]-MeOH-MeOH[1] 

 Graphics color: ORANGE 

• PIP2 of the outer membrane leaflets: 

 Molecule name: PIP2out 

 SPICES Molecular structure: DMPN[1](MeAc-8Et)(MeAc-9Et[END])-

MeOH-DMPNpl-DMPNpl[START]-MeOH-MeOH[1] 

 Graphics color: ORANGE 

• PS of the inner membrane leaflets: 

 Molecule name: PSin 

 SPICES Molecular structure: HAcNpl[START]-DMPN(MeNH2Ppl)(MeAc-

8Et)(MeAc-8Et[END]) 

 Graphics color: MAGENTA 

• SM of the inner membrane leaflets: 

 Molecule name: SMin 

 SPICES Molecular structure: TriMeNPpl[START]-DMPN(MeAcNH-

7Et)(MeOH-7Et-Me[END]) 

 Graphics color: MINT 
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• SM of the outer membrane leaflets: 

 Molecule name: SMout 

 SPICES Molecular structure: TriMeNPpl[START]-DMPN(MeAcNH-

7Et)(MeOH-7Et-Me[END]) 

 Graphics color: MINT 

 

Figure 40. The growing molecule definition table, containing water and phospholipids. 

 

For the cyclotide definition, Insert a new row, rename to KB1Y19 and choose WHITE as 

Graphics color. Click the Molecular structure field. Then select the PDB structure tab to 

import the 3D structure of Kalata B1 from its PDB file. Hit the Load button and Select PDB 

file 1NB1.pdb to import and display cyclotide related PDB information (compare to figure 39). 

The PDB file 1NB1.pdb can be downloaded from https://www.rcsb.org/structure/1NB1 or from 

the tutorials/Supplement subfolder of the MFsim GitHub repository. 
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Figure 41. Partial screenshots of the workflow to load the PDB file of the cyclotide Kalata B1 into the simulator. 

In order to perform the desired amino acid exchange, hit the Mutant button (compare to 

figure 40). Replace the amino acid via the Replacement column: Choose Amino acid 

Tryptophan with Index in chain 19 and replace by Tyrosine. Confirm the replacement with 

Apply. 
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Figure 42. The procedure of mutating an amino acid within a given protein or peptide. 
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In the next step, the pH value has to be adjusted. Hit the pH button to set the pH value to 

(its physiological value of) 7.4. Confirm with Apply (compare to figure 41). 

 

Figure 43. Applying the correct pH value to the protein or peptide of interest. 
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Afterwards hit the Property button and select Properties / Backbone probes (compare to 

figure 42.) to replace protein backbone particles by probe particles which allow for specific 

display later in the simulation box (without any change of “the physics”). 

Replace Backbone particles of Amino acids with Index 3, 19, 20, 21, 24, 27, 28 and 29 by 

the following Probe particles 

• index 3 to probe particle MeAcNHPD2 

• index 19 to probe particle MeAcNHPD4 

• index 20 to probe particle AzolidPD1 

• index 21 to probe particle MeAcNHPD1  

• index 24 to probe particle MeAcNHPD3 

• index 27 to probe particle MeAcNHPD1 

• index 28 to probe particle AzolidPD1 

• index 29 to probe particle MeAcNHPD1 

Confirm with Apply. 
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Figure 44. Defining probe particles within the backbone particles for better visualisation in the simulation box. 
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Since Kalata B1 is a cyclic peptide, select Properties / Sequence loop and choose True 

(compare to figure 43). Confirm with Apply. 

 

Figure 45. Selecting a sequence loop for cyclic proteins or peptides. 

 

The applied settings can be viewed with the Sequence(s) tab and the Molecular structure 

tab (where each line of the SPICES string corresponds to a single amino acid representation). 

Confirm the entries with Apply (compare to figure 44). 

 

Figure 46. Review of the applied settings for the peptide Kalata B1. 
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Now the the completed Molecule definition should look like this: 

 

Figure 47. The entire molecule definition table for the simulation of this tutorial. 
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In the following step, the quantity of each molecule participating in the simulation has to be 

defined. Select Job Input / Chemical system description / Simulation box / Composition / 

Quantity and define the individual molecule quantities in the Value column of every Molecule 

name row as shown in figure 46. 

 

Figure 48. Setting the quantities for each participating molecule. 
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Now the size of the simulation box has to be adjusted (compare to figure 47). Therefore 

choose Job Input / Chemical system description / Simulation box / Composition / Box size 

select fixed for State X and change the fixed simulation box length  x [A] to 185.1 Ångstrom. 

Repeat these operations for a fixed simulation box y length of 185.1 Ångstrom. The value of 

the flexible z length is automatically adjusted accordingly (depending on the number and 

volume of the particles in the box and the DPD density).  

 

Figure 49. Box size adjustments for the x- and y-direction. 
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Subsequently the particle display can be chosen for better visualization of the simulation 

results. Select Job Input / Chemical system description / Simulation box / Colors / Mode and 

choose Molecule-particle color. 

 

Figure 50. Changing the display of particles. 

 

Select Job Input / Chemical system description / Simulation box / Particles and molecules 

display / Molecule particles to define Display and Graphics color of all particles within their 

related molecules (compare figure 49, top). To turn off the display of all H2O particles hit the 

Set button for (filtered) bulk settings. Select the (by default disabled) Display setting and enable 

this setting by ticking the On checkbox (compare figure 49, middle). The bulk setting for 

Display is set to Off (i.e. no display) by default. Change particle Filter 2 to On and select the 

target H2O particle (to which the bulk setting will be applied excusively) under 2 - Particle. 

Confirm the entries with Apply. The Display of all H2O particles in the simulation box is turned 

Off. Define all other entries by individual or filtered bulk settings (compare to figure 49, 

bottom), where only backbone particles of KB1Y19 are to be displayed, i.e. AzolidBB, 

AzolidPD1, MeAcNHBB, MeAcNHPD1, MeAcNHPD2, MeAcNHPD3 and MeAcNHPD4 to 

complete the particle display definitions, which can be saved to a Table-data schema by hitting 

the New button for comfortable re-use (not covered by this tutorial). 
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Figure 51. Defining display and graphics color of all particles within their related molecules. 
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Following the display adjustments, the arrangement of all participating particles has to be 

specified via the compartment definition. Select Job Input / Chemical system description / 

Simulation box / Compartments and box view and hit the Edit compartments button to open 

the Edit compartments of simulation box dialog with all molecules being initially located in 

the simulation box Bulk volume. 

 

Figure 52. Opening the compartment editor. 
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In order to create the first compartment, hit the Name button (compare to figure 51, top) and 

input Water in 1 and hit Apply (compare to figure 51, bottom). 

 

Figure 53. Designing the first xy-layer compartment. 
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Hit button Add xy-layer: Water in 1 to create the Water in 1 layer for the water molecules 

at the top of the simulation box. Specify 100 % of WaterIn1 to be located within this 

compartment. 

 

Figure 54. Assign 100 % of the “WaterIn1”-particles to the xy-layer named “Water in 1”. 
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Select the Geometry tab (compare to figure 52) where the new layer compartment is placed 

in the middle of the simulation box by default (compare to figure 53, top). Click (the 

compartment color is changed to white) & drag the Water in 1 layer to the top of the simulation 

box (compare to figure 53, bottom). Switch back to the Compartments tab. 

 

Figure 55. Replacing the new xy-layer compartment to the top of the simulation box by clicking and dragging. 
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Create a new M1 in layer for the inner leaflet of the upper plasma bilayer membrane. 50 % 

of the inner membrane molecules are to be located here with 100 % at the Surface with a 

Random xy top Orientation so that the particles labeled with a [START] tag are positioned at 

the top of this compartment (compare to figure 54).  

 

Figure 56. Creating the first membrane leaflet of the upper plasma membrane. 
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Select the Geometry tab (compare to figure 54) and click and drag the M1 in-layer directly 

below the Water  in 1-layer (compare to figure 55). Switch back to the Compartments tab. 

 

Figure 57. Positioning of the newly created membrane leaflet directly below the Water in 1-layer. 
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Create a new M1 out layer for the outer leaflet of the upper plasma bilayer membrane 

(compare to figure 56). 50 % of the outer membrane molecules are to be located here with 

100 % at the Surface with a Random xy bottom Orientation so that the particles labeled with 

a [START] tag are positioned at the bottom of this compartment. 

 

Figure 58. Creating the second membrane leaflet of the upper plasma membrane. 
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Select the Geometry tab (compare to figure 56) and click and drag the M1 out-layer directly 

below the M1 in-layer (compare to figure 57). Switch back to the Compartments tab. 

 

Figure 59. Placing of the newly created membrane leaflet directly below the M1 in-layer. 
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Create a new Water out Buffer 1-layer for the upper water buffer with 3.5 % of WaterOut 

molecules (analogous to the procedure described before). Select the Geometry tab and click & 

drag this layer directly below the M1 out-layer (compare to figure 58). Switch back to the 

Compartments tab. 

 

Figure 60. The Water out Buffer 1-layer has to be placed directly under the completed upper plasma membrane. 
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In order to further complete the start geometry of the cyclotide sandwich interaction model, 

create and position a new Water in 2-layer at the bottom of the simulation box, a new M2 in-

layer (above), a new M2 out-layer (above) and a new Water out Buffer 2-layer (above) 

accordingly. 

 

Figure 61. Completing the lower part of the simulation box by mirroring the upper half. 
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Finally create a new Water out + Cyclotides-layer with 93 % of WaterOut molecules and 

100 % of KB1Y19 cyclotides, which are positioned 3D random by default, i.e. the cyclotides 

are located randomly rotated at random positions within the layer without overlap. Select the 

Geometry tab to view the new layer in the (default and intended) middle of the simulation box 

(compare to figure 60). 

 

Figure 62. The complete start geometry with all prepared layers. 
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Switch back to the Compartments tab to control that all molecules have been assigned to 

compartments so that the Bulk volume is empty (compare to figure 61). Apply the compartment 

settings. 

 

Figure 63. Controlling if the bulk volume is empty, meaning all molecules have been assigned to a compartment. 

 

In order to see the prepared simulation box, press View to open the simulation box view 

dialog (compare to figure 62, top), which allows for an inspection of the (correct) compartment 

assignment (note that all water molecules and side chain particles of the cyclotides are excluded 

from display due to their particle display setting – the mutated amino acid of the cyclotide is 

shown in PLUM, the other “hydrophobic patch” amino acids in WHITE). Cancel the dialog 

(compare to figure 62, bottom). 
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Figure 64. Viewing the simulation box with the completed starting geometry. 
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The next step is the application of molecule backbone forces for the cholesterol molecules. 

Select Job Input / Interaction Description / Molecule backbone forces to define backbone 

forces (harmonic springs) between particles with corresponding backbone tags in the SPICES 

string for the stiffness of a molecule’s backbone (compare to figure 63). 

For the default CHOLin molecule change the Distance [A] to 8.73 Angstrom and force 

constant k(BB) to 4. Hit Insert to add a new line and change the Molecule name to CHOLout. 

Again change the Distance [A] to 8.73 Angstrom and force constant k(BB) to 4. 

 

Figure 65. The application of molecule backbone forces for the cholesterol molecules. 
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Afterwards the protein distance forces have to be adapted. Therefore select Job Input / 

Interaction Description / Protein distance forces to set the backbone distance force constants 

k(BB) for all possible harmonic backbone springs to control the stiffness of the protein 

backbone. Hit the Set button for bulk settings (compare to figure 64, top). Select the (by default 

disabled) KB1Y19 – k(BB) setting and enable this it by ticking the On checkbox. Change the 

KB1Y19 – k(BB) value to 4 (compare to figure 64, middle). Confirm the entry with Apply to 

set all KB1Y19 - k(BB) values to 4 (compare to figure 64, bottom). 

 

Figure 66. Adjustment of the protein distance forces for Kalata B1 molecules. 
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In order to enable electrostatic interactions, select Job Input / Interaction Description / 

Electrostatic interactions (compare to figure 65, top) and enable by ticking the On checkbox 

(compare to figure 65, bottom). Do not change the default settings. 

 

Figure 67. Activating the electrostatic interactions. 
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Afterwards the duration of the simulation should be specified. For this purpose, select Job 

Input / Simulation description / Simulation steps and change the Number of steps to 100000 

to simulate about 5.8 μs (compare to figure 66). 

 

Figure 68. Adjustment of the desired simulation time. 
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Now the integration type has to be chosen (compare to figure 67). Select Job Input / 

Simulation description / Integration type and change Type to S1MVV (with Parameter 1 being 

true). 

 

Figure 69. Specifying the integration type for the simulation. 
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If the initial minimization process should be observable after the simulation, select Job 

Input / Simulation description / Minimization step output and change to true (compare to 

figure 68). 

 

Figure 70. Making the minimization process visible after the whole simulation job has run. 
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In the last step before starting the simulation job, the periodic boundaries setting has to be 

adjusted for the z-axis. Select Job Input / Simulation description / Periodic boundaries .and 

change Periodic boundaries for the z-axis to false (compare to figure 69). 

 

Figure 71. Adjustment of the periodic boundaries conditions. 
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Finally confirm all job input settings with Apply so that the new Job Input appears in the 

Job Inputs list (compare to figure 70, top). Change to the Excution tab (compare to figure 70, 

bottom) in order to start the new job (details are not covered by this tutorial). 

 

Figure 72. Starting the newly created simulation job. 
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After the simulation is completed, the successfully executed job generates a job result on 

the Results tab (compare to figure 71, top). Hit the View button to inspect the simulation results 

(compare to figure 71, bottom). 

 

Figure 73. Evaluating the simulation results. 
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Now select Job Result / Simulation box / After simulation and hit the View button to open 

the simulation box view dialog for the last simulation step (compare to figure 72, top). Hit the 

Set button of the Zoom quick settings panel (compare to figure 72, bottom). 

 

Figure 74. Analysing the simulation box. 
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In order to zoom into the cyclotide/water compartment change the z [Å] from 242 to 439 

Ångstrom (these boundaries are to be derived from the corresponding compartment settings). 

Confirm with Apply (compare to figure 73). 

 

Figure 75. Zooming into the simulation box, 

 

Hit the Bins button of the Zoom quick settings panel (compare to figure 74).  

 

Figure 76. Viewing the zoomed-in section of the simulation box. 

Now change the Number of volume bins to 10. Confirm with Apply (compare to figure 75). 
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Figure 77. Setting the number of volume bins to 10. 

 

In order to analyze the frequency distributions of molecules or particles, hit the Freq button 

of the Zoom quick settings panel (compare to figure 76). 

 

Figure 78. Opening the frequency distributions of molecules or particles. 
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Subsequently the Zoom-volume information dialog opens (compare to figure 77, top). 

Select Zoom-volume frequency distributions / Along z direction / Particles / Et along z-axis 

to view the Et-particle distribution (partitioned into 10 bins) along the z-axis in the 

compartment (compare to figure 77, bottom). Hit the Show button 

 

Figure 79. Investigating the zoom-volume information, particularly the Et-particle distribution in z-direction. 
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Now a diagram chart of the Et-distribution opens (compare to figure 78). The particle 

distributions may be used for further evaluation operations concerning the cyclotide/membrane 

interaction. 

 

Figure 80. The diagram of the Et-particle distribution along the z-axis. 
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8 Tables 

Table 1. Reproducibility of lipid extraction activity characterized by rate constants 

rMD of Kalata B1 with NoC-PM and 50C-PM for simulation jobs with different random 

start geometries/seeds. 

 

kB1 / NoC-PM 
    

 Job 1 Job 2 Job 3 Job 4 

rMD 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.5 

     
kB1 / 50C-PM 

    

 Job 1 Job 2 Job 3 Job 4 

rMD 0.9 0.4 1.0 1.0 

     
kB1 / 50C-PM - cholesterol 

   
 Job 1 Job 2 Job 3 Job 4 

rMD 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.5 

     
kB1 / 50C-PM - phospholipids 

   
 Job 1 Job 2 Job 3 Job 4 

rMD 1.3 0.6 1.4 1.5 
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Table 2. Lipid extraction activity characterized by rate constants rMD of Kalata B1 

“hydrophobic patch” mutants with NoC-PM and 50C-PM. 

 

NoC-PM    

 kB1-W19Y 
kB1-W19Y-P20S-

V21T 

kB1-W19Y-P20S-V21T-L27T-

P28S-V29T 

rMD 1.0 0.4 0.0 

    

50C-PM    

 kB1-W19Y 
kB1-W19Y-P20S-

V21T 

kB1-W19Y-P20S-V21T-L27T-

P28S-V29T 

rMD 0.5 0.0 0.0 

    

50C-PM - cholesterol   

 kB1-W19Y 
kB1-W19Y-P20S-

V21T 

kB1-W19Y-P20S-V21T-L27T-

P28S-V29T 

rMD 0.2 0.0 0.0 

    

50C-PM - phospholipids   

 kB1-W19Y 
kB1-W19Y-P20S-

V21T 

kB1-W19Y-P20S-V21T-L27T-

P28S-V29T 

rMD 0.8 0.1 0.0 
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Table 3. Charged residues at pH 7.4 of Kalata B1, Cycloviolacin O2 and their mutants 

(see section 5.4.3 and [Truszkowski2015] for details about charging). 

 

Cyclotide 
Positively charged 

residues 

Negatively 

charged residues 

Total cyclotide net 

charge 

kB1 1 1 0 

kB1-W19Y 1 1 0 

kB1-W19Y-P20S-V21T 1 1 0 

kB1-W19Y-P20S-V21T-

L27T-P28S-V29T 
1 1 0 

kB1-E3Q 1 0 1 

kB1-R24W 0 1 -1 

kB1-E3Q-R24W 0 0 0 

kB1-W19K 2 1 1 

kB1-T16K-N25K 3 1 2 

cO2 3 1 2 

cO2-W10Y 3 1 2 

cO2-W10Y-I11T-P12S 3 1 2 

cO2-W10Y-I11T-P12S-

I14T-A17S-I18T 
3 1 2 

cO2-E6Q 3 0 3 

cO2-K23Q-K25Q 1 1 0 

cO2-K23Q-K25Q-R29W 0 1 -1 

cO2-E6Q-K23Q-K25Q-

R29W 
0 0 0 
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Table 4. Lipid extraction activity characterized by rate constants rMD of differently 

charged Kalata B1 mutants with NoC-PM and 50C-PM. 

 

NoC-PM           

 
kB1-

E3Q 

kB1-

R24W 

kB1-E3Q-

R24W 

kB1-

W19K 

kB1-T16K-

N25K 

rMD 1.8 1.8 2.0 0.9 1.6 

      

50C-PM       

 
kB1-

E3Q 

kB1-

R24W 

kB1-E3Q-

R24W 

kB1-

W19K 

kB1-T16K-

N25K 

rMD 0.4 1.0 1.0 0.3 1.0 

      

50C-PM - cholesterol      

 
kB1-

E3Q 

kB1-

R24W 

kB1-E3Q-

R24W 

kB1-

W19K 

kB1-T16K-

N25K 

rMD 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.5 

      

50C-PM - phospholipids    

 
kB1-

E3Q 

kB1-

R24W 

kB1-E3Q-

R24W 

kB1-

W19K 

kB1-T16K-

N25K 

rMD 0.5 1.4 1.5 0.4 1.4 
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Table 5. Lipid extraction activity characterized by rate constants rMD of Cycloviolacin 

O2 and its “hydrophobic patch” mutants with NoC-PM and 50C-PM. 

 

NoC-PM 
    

 cO2 
cO2-

W10Y 

cO2-W10Y-I11T-

P12S 

cO2-W10Y-I11T-P12S-I14T-

A17S-I18T 

rMD 1.5 1.2 1.3 1.0 

     

50C-PM     

 cO2 
cO2-

W10Y 

cO2-W10Y-I11T-

P12S 

cO2-W10Y-I11T-P12S-I14T-

A17S-I18T 

rMD 1.1 0.7 0.3 0.0 

     

50C-PM - cholesterol   

 cO2 
cO2-

W10Y 

cO2-W10Y-I11T-

P12S 

cO2-W10Y-I11T-P12S-I14T-

A17S-I18T 

rMD 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 

     

50C-PM - phospholipids   

 cO2 
cO2-

W10Y 

cO2-W10Y-I11T-

P12S 

cO2-W10Y-I11T-P12S-I14T-

A17S-I18T 

rMD 1.7 1.2 0.4 0.0 
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Table 6. Lipid extraction activity characterized by rate constants rMD of differently 

charged Cycloviolacin O2 mutants with NoC-PM and 50C-PM. 

 

NoC-PM     

 
cO2-

E6Q 

cO2-K23Q-

K25Q 

cO2-K23Q-K25Q-

R29W 

cO2-E6Q-K23Q-K25Q-

R29W 

rMD 2.2 1.0 1.4 1.2 

     

50C-PM     

 
cO2-

E6Q 

cO2-K23Q-

K25Q 

cO2-K23Q-K25Q-

R29W 

cO2-E6Q-K23Q-K25Q-

R29W 

rMD 1.1 0.5 0.9 0.5 

     

50C-PM - cholesterol    

 
cO2-

E6Q 

cO2-K23Q-

K25Q 

cO2-K23Q-K25Q-

R29W 

cO2-E6Q-K23Q-K25Q-

R29W 

rMD 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.1 

     

50C-PM - phospholipids   

 
cO2-

E6Q 

cO2-K23Q-

K25Q 

cO2-K23Q-K25Q-

R29W 

cO2-E6Q-K23Q-K25Q-

R29W 

rMD 1.6 0.9 1.4 0.9 
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Table 7. Lipid extraction activity characterized by rate constants rMD of Kalata B1 

and Cycloviolacin O2 with NoC-DMPC-M, NoC-DOPE-M, NoC-invPM, 50C-

DMPC-M, 50C-DOPE-M and 50C-invPM. 

 

 kB1 cO2 kB1 cO2 kB1 cO2 

  NoC-DMPC-M NoC-DOPE-M NoC-invPM 

rMD 1.3 1.7 2.3 2.5 2.5 2.4 

       

       

 kB1 cO2 kB1 cO2 kB1 cO2 

  50C-DMPC-M 50C-DOPE-M 50C-invPM 

rMD 0.6 1.1 0.8 1.2 0.9 1.0 

       

cholesterol       

 kB1 cO2 kB1 cO2 kB1 cO2 

rMD 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.2 

       

phospholipids      

 kB1 cO2 kB1 cO2 kB1 cO2 

rMD 0.9 1.9 1.2 1.9 1.2 1.6 
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